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ABSTR A C T

Over the years,

survey researchers have devoted signif

icant effort toward conceptualizing and empirically investi
gating all facets of the survey research process.

Recently,

the mall intercept method of data collection has emerged as
one of the most popular methods among market researchers,
however,

little progress has been made in the way of assess

ing the mall intercept method.

Consequently, either data

has been collected in these central locations without
knowledge of its quality or market researchers have stayed
away from this method entirely because of the possible
biases associated with a nonprobability sample.
Based on this scenario,

this empirical investigation is

an attempt to provide much needed insights into the mall
intercept method of data collection.

More specifically,

the

dissertation assesses the mall intercept by comparing it
with the telephone method in the following five major areas:
(1) demographic characteristics of its respondents;
lifestyle characteristics of its respondents;
behavior of its respondents;

(2)

(3) shopping

(A) the nonresponse rate;

and

(5) response quality.
The dissertation addresses these major areas in two
phases.

That is, the more general questions concerning

demographics,

lifestyles,

shopping behavior and the n o n r e 

sponse rate will be investigated separately in the first

ix

phase of data collection.

The more specific questions

dealing with response quality will be addressed in the
second phase of data collection.
Based on the dissertation's findings,

it can be con

cluded that the mall intercept serves as a viable alterna
tive for data collection to market researchers.

Hot only

are respondents from this convenient sample similar in de m o 
graphics and lifestyles to respondents selected via a more
probability-oriented method, but they also yield quality
data with lower refusal rates.

However,

due to the explor

atory nature of the study the findings should not be g e n e r 
alised across all situations.

Further research is needed in

different shopping centers and in different cities for
better generalisability.

x

CHAPTER I
DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH TOPIC

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM AREA

The need for empirical research is essential for the
advancement of any discipline.

In marketing a good portion

of the empirical investigations is devoted to the improve
ment of survey research methods.

However,

in spite of its

importance and its popularity as a method of research,

there

are many empirical questions concerning survey research.
The dissertation is an attempt to address various empirical
questions currently facing some of the data collection t e c h 
niques of survey research.
The research perspective of the dissertation is an
assessment of the validity and quality of data collected
from mall intercept interviews.

The mall intercept has been

rapidly growing in p o p u l a r i t y , in particular among p r act i
tioners, as a data collection technique.

However,

published research has been conducted in this area.
fact, authors

little
In

(Sudman 1980; Gates and Solomon 1982) recently

have suggested a need for research on mall intercept inter
viewing.

In addition,

the need for reliability and validity

research has also been emphasized by marketing scholars such
as Jacoby

(1978) and Ray

(1979).

1

2
PROBLEM SETTING

Traditionally,

data in survey research has been col

lected either in person, by mail or over the telephone.
However, with the rising costs of energy,

travel,

and

interviewer compensation a majority of survey researchers
have chosen the telephone as the primary method of data
collection.

A consequence of this orientation is that

marketing researchers have abandoned the once preferred
method of data collection--the personal interview--in lieu
of one that yields lower costs.

In addition, researchers

(Tyebjee 1979; D e v e r e , Burns and Bush 1979) are presently
becoming concerned over the quality of data obtained from
telephone survey research.

That is, more research emphasis

should be placed on dependent variables other than the
nonresponse rate.

Response quality,

speed of response,

etc., are important dependent variables that warrant inves
tigation .
Recently,

there has been a dramatic change in the

techniques and technology used for data collection by
research practitioners.

While the telephone interview is

still the predominant technique for data collection,

it is

the mall intercept interview that is the fastest growing
data collection device.

The mall intercept technique--

interviewing shoppers in shopping malls--started in the
early 1960's as a result of the development of the enclosed
shopping center.

These planned centers provide access to

3
large numbers of shoppers from a wide geographic area in a
controlled weather environment.
Mall intercept interviewing is a personal or face-toface interviewing method.

Thus,

it provides survey r e 

searchers with many of the major advantages associated with
personal interviewing:

the respondent can be sho\m product

concepts and other stimuli, various techniques for improving
speed or quality of data collection can be employed, p ers on
al contact between interviewer and respondent may enhance
communication,

etc.

The mall intercept also offers survey researchers
additional benefits--cost and control.

For instance, the

mall intercept is dramatically less expensive than door-todoor interviewing.

The substantial cost reductions come

from the elimination of interviewer travel time and mileage.
Control has two aspects in regard to mall interviewing,
is primarily concerned with cost,
quality.

one

the other with data

Mall intercept interviewing typically involves an

on-site supervisor.

Door-to-door interviewers have no

supervisors accompanying them in the field and they fill out
their own paysheets.

In addition,

supervisors of mall

intercept interviewing can observe the process,

listen in on

interviews,

check completed w or k immediately for problems,

etc.

control of the interview process is clearly

Thus,

greater w ith mall intercept than with either door-to-door,
in-home telephone,

self-administered or mail survey

h
approaches.
The mall intercept also has many of the same disadvan
tages of personal interviewing.

For example, mall intercept

interviewing suffers from problems of obtaining personal
information from respondents,
effect, and interviewer bias

the social desirability
(Tyebjee 1979).

Hall intercept

interviewing also has its own special problems that may
impact negatively on data quality (Gates and Solomon 1982).
F i r s t , shoppers are frequently in a hurry and even if they
do consent to an interview,
manner.

Second,

they may respond in a careless

though an attempt is made to maintain a

controlled interviewing environment,
dren,

the presence of chil

friends, and other shoppers may overcome these con

trols .
In spite of its growing popularity,

there is a dearth

of literature on the mall intercept survey method.

Other

than the comparative advantages and disadvantages of the
mall intercept and other survey research techniques,

there

have been no published studies assessing the relative
validity of mall intercept surveys.

That is, no published

study compares data collected by mall intercepts with those
collected via other interviewing methods.

There is also a

lack of published research on mall surveys with respect to
refusal rates.

In addition,

there are no published studies

which empirically address the response quality issue p e r 
taining to mall intercept interviewing.
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This specific research will focus primarily on perhaps
the most crucial issue facing mall intercept interviewing-the validity of the data collected.

That is, data collected

by a mall intercept survey will be compared with data
collected via the telephone using random digit dialing.
Random digit dialing was chosen because it is one of the
most popular methods of data collection and because it
represents a random selection of respondents
Tuchfarber 1978).

(Klecka and

Two surveys will be conducted simulta-

neously--one by telephone and one via mall intercept--to
compare the responses of both groups.

Respondents will be

asked questions concerning demographics,
and response quality.

shopping habits,

In addition, response rates for both

methods will be investigated.

STATEMENT OF THE NEED FOR AND
RELEVANCE OF RESEARCH ON ThE TOPIC

One of the most rapidly growing market research datagathering techniques is the mall intercept.

Frank Walker,

President of Walker Research, was quoted as saying that
approximately 30 percent of all primary market research is
done at shopping centers

(Walker Research 1978).

tion, a recent survey conducted by Market Facts,

In addi 
Inc.

revealed some interesting trends in market research.

(1981)
First,

most companies are devoting a larger percentage of their
market research budget to mall intercepts than any other
data collection technique.

Second,

larger research users
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are becoming more committed to mall intercepts when conduct
ing market research.

Finally,

the use of mall intercepts as

a data collection technique grew at a relatively outstanding
rate of 37 percent over a three year period (1978-1981).
This growth rate was experienced at the expense of in-home
and local telephone surveys which witnessed a dramatic
decline of 28 percent each over the same period.
Mall intercepts offer market researchers many benefits.
For example,

shopping center studies are popular because

costs are low.

In addition, no interviewer travel is

required and the researcher can test visual material such as
print or TV ads, package designs, and new product colors and
designs which cannot be tested in telephone surveys

(Sudman

1980).
However,

in spite of its growing popularity as a

data-collection technique, relatively little research has
been conducted which addresses the issues of response
quality, nonresponse rates, reliability of responses, etc.,
from mall intercept surveys.

The lack of academic research

on this often used data-collection technique is even more
difficult to understand when one considers the seemingly
endless flow of studies from academia on, for example,
improving response rates for mail surveys.

PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH STUDY
The literature on personal interviewing is not directly
applicable to mall intercept interviewing.

Thus, empirical
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questions regarding mall intercept interviewing must be
addressed (Gates and Solomon 1982).

More specifically,

purposes of the exploratory research are to:

the

(1) examine

the method of canvass to determine if people answer ques
tions in a mall intercept interview with the same amount of
response quality as they wou ld over the telephone;
determine what impact,

(2) to

if any, the method of data collection

has on the response rate;

(3) to identify and examine

demographic and lifestyle characteristics as well as s hop
ping behavior of the respondents from each method to see if
differences exist;
inferences;

(4) to derive implications and draw

and (5) to reach conclusions concerning the mall

intercept as a viable means of data collection.

Significance of the Research
With the apparent need for empirical research p e r ta in 
ing to the mall intercept,

this pioneering research can

definitely act as a catalyst for further research in this
expanding area of survey research.

In addition,

the disser

tation can contribute valuable insights toward a better
understanding of the face-to-face interviewing process when
conducted in a convenient setting.

EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS
The potential benefits derived from the dissertation
research exist on many levels for the discipline of

8
marketing.

Perhaps the most obvious advantage is to m a r k e t 

ing management.

Marketing managers will finally have an

idea of how respondents from convenient samples compare to
telephone respondents concerning demographics,
shopping habits and response rates.

lifestyles,

In addition,

the

results of the dissertation can aid marketing managers in
the implementation of the marketing research process.

That

is, the data collection method chosen should no longer be
chosen solely by its cost but on a cost-quality basis.

The

dissertation will make it muc h easier for the marketing
practitioner to choose between telephone and mall intercept
interviews on costs as well as the quality of results
associated with each method.
Another level of benefits to be derived through the
dissertation research is the valuable insights to the
marketing academician.

Occasionally academicians collect

data through convenient samples without knowing the level of
quality associated with that sample of respondents.

The

dissertation could act as a guide or reference in the design
of future marketing research studies which employ convenient
s a m p le s.
Finally,

the present study attempts to integrate

concepts from two disciplines,

social psychology and m a r k e t 

ing, into a research method which explores a relatively
unknown area of survey research.

This study provides survey

researchers with a theoretical framework and empirical
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insights for future research.

When one considers the amount

of published research on mail and telephone surveys,

it is

difficult to understand the lack of research on such a
popular means of data collection as the mall intercept.
There appears to be a tremendous gap in the survey research
literature.

This research is an attempt to fill that

important gap and to expand the body of knowledge concerning
survey research methodologies.

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 1
This chapter served to acquaint the reader with an
overview of the mall intercept as a vehicle for data collec
tion.

The dearth of empirical research on this expanding
*

area of data collection was identified as one of the major
gaps in the survey research literature.

In addition, the

purposes of the dissertation research were delineated.
Finally,

the significance of the empirical research was

identified, discussing expected contributions to the area of
survey research.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT LITERATURE

INTRODUCTION

Chapter II is divided into three major sections,

the

first section presents a review of the data collection
methods traditionally used in survey research.

In this

section a comparative discussion of personal, mail and
telephone interviewing is presented.

The second section

critiques the survey research literature from an academic as
well as a practitioner-oriented perspective.

The myopic

viewpoints of both academicians and practitioners concerning
critical survey research areas are delineated.

The final

section of the chapter presents an overview.of the issues in
the survey research literature.

Emphasis is placed on the

current controversy of whether face-to-face or telephone
interviewing yields better quality data.
TRADITIONAL METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION
One of the most critical research decisions faced by
marketing researchers is the selection of a data-collecting
technique.

The traditional methods of data collection

include personal interviews, mail surveys, or telephone
in te rviews.
A priori standards will usually determine the method of

10

11
data collection the marketing researcher will employ
1962).

(O'Dell

Large scale marketing surveys often rule out p e rs on

al interviewing on the basis of sample size and cost, and
the choice of a method to use ends up being telephone
interviewing or mail surveys.

On the other hand,

telephone

or mail surveys are not appropriate for research studies
which require demonstrations or the use of exhibits.

In

such situations face-to-face interviewing may be used if the
budget permits.
If a priori appraisal of the data-collection techniques
still leaves the research in doubt as to the meth od to use,
a second order of appraisal must be considered.

This second

.level of appraising the data collection technique involves
the optimal allocation of the research budget.

That is,

each method of data collection must be evaluated in terms of
accuracy and affordability.

When conducting the majority of

large scale marketing surveys the major forms of data
collection will usually survive first-order screening.
Thus,

it becomes increasingly more important to critically

evaluate data-collection techniques on the final criteria of
cost and accuracy of data.

The traditional forms of data

collection will be briefly discussed in terms of relative
costs and accuracy.
Personal I nt erviews.

The personal interview consists

of an interviewer asking questions of one or more respo n
dents in a face-to-face situation (Green and Tull 1978).
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The personal interview is substantially more expensive on a
per-completed-interview basis, however it has several
advantages over the telephone interview and mail question
naires.

An opportunity to obtain more information is

possible via face-to-face situations.

A trained interviewer

can generally maintain the interest of the respondent while
steering him through lengthy surveys.

The personal inter

view is the most flexible method of data collection (Mayer
1974).

The physical interaction between the interviewer and

respondent is useful in altering question form during an
interview.

Also,

the interviewer's mere presence is useful

in motivating the respondent to cooperate.
The face-to-face nature of the personal interview
yields more advantages.

The highest potential response rate

can be obtained through the personal interview (Mayer 1974).
This is true because of two interacting factors.

First, the

personal interview seems to have the highest respondent
motivation.

Second,

the researcher has full control over

the number of times the interviewer revisits potential
respondents.

Other important benefits of the personal

interview include:

the legitimacy of an interview can be

better established in a personal interview;

the interviewer

can elaborate on questions confusing the respondent;

and the

order of presenting the questions can be controlled.
The major disadvantages of the personal interview are
the cost and the response bias

(Green and Tull 1978).

Since
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an interviewer must be physically present, personal inter
views are the most expensive means of data collection.

The

majority of the costs associated with the personal interview
are associated with training,

traveling

, locating the

required h o u s e h o l d s , recording a n s w e r s , and submitting the
completed work

(Sudman 1967).

In fact,

Sudman (1967)

reports that only 30 to AO percent of the interviewer's time
is devoted to the interview.
The second major drawback of the personal interview is
its level of response bias and interviewer bias.

Many

authorities have indicated that more research is needed in
this area (Boyd and Westfall 1970; McKenzie 1977; Bailar,
Bailey and Stevens 1977).

Boyd and Westfall

(1970) also

state that the major concern of researchers using personal
interviews is to eliminate interviewer bias by properly
selecting,

training,

and controlling the interviews.

In situations in which personal interviews are one of
several data collection alternatives, many researchers
sacrifice the benefits of face-to-face interviewing for
other data-collection techniques which are lower in cost.
The decision as to which technique to use is often made on a
cost-benefit basis.
Mail S u r v e y s .

Mail surveys are conducted by mailing

out self-administered questionnaires.

The basic distinction

between this and other types of data collection techniques
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is the fact that in mail surveys there is no personal
interviewer to ask the questions and guide the respondent
(Erdos 1974).
Mail questionnaires offer the researcher great v e r s a 
tility at relatively low cost.

Questionnaires can be sent

to people in any location for the same cost per person.
Mail questionnaires offer the respondent anonymity which
means they may give confidential information that otherwise
would be withheld.

Respondents also tend to answer mail

questionnaires at their leisure, rather than being forced to
reply at the time a personal or telephone call is made
(Green and Tull 1978).
Mail surveys have many drawbacks.
is associated w i t h nonresponse.

The most serious one

Response to mail question

naires is generally only a small percentage of those sent.
Green and Tull

(1978) report that the modal response rate

for mail surveys is often only 20 to 40 percent.
The low cost associated with the use of mail question
naires explains its widespread use over the years as a data
collection technique.

However,

the problem of nonresponse,

which often leads to unrepresentative samples, has tended to
limit the overall effectiveness of mail surveys.

In fact

the seriousness of this problem has led many researchers to
examine various procedures to minimize the nonresponse rate
(Kanuk and Berenson 1975; Linsky 1975; Field 1975; Ford
1967; Goldstein and Kroll 1957; Kerin 1974; Nevin and Ford
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1976; Wotruba 1966).
The seriousness of the nonresponse rates of mail
surveys is exemplified when one considers the amount of
research recently done on the subject.

For example, Jolson

(1977) increased response rates in his mail survey by
prenotifying prospects in advance with a telephone call.
Robertson and Bellenger

(1978) reveal that a charity induce-

metxt over similar cash inducement tends to increase the
response rate.

Other variables recently considered in

increasing the response rate of mail surveys include the
appeal used in the letter

(Houston and Nevin 1977),

of the paper used for the mail questionnaires
Ferrell 1979),
surveys

the size

(Childers and

the impact of asking race information in mail

(Sheth, LeClaire and Wachspress 1980), the effect of

sending the mail survey to the home or work address
(McGinnes and Hollon 1977), etc.

The sheer number of

studies addressing the nonresponse rate in mail surveys has
encouraged Houston and Ford (1976) to emphasize the other
problems in the use of mail surveys which have received
comparatively little attention in methodological studies.
There is definitely a need to address additional dependent
variables such as speed of response and response quality
concerning mail s u r v e y s .
Telephone I nt erviewing.

The high costs associated with

face-to-face interviewing and the large nonresponse rates of
mail surveys have led to the growing popularity of telephone
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survey research.

These surveys are normally less costly and

more expeditious than face-to-face interviews, while still
providing for interaction between interviewers and respon
dents

(Glasser and Metzger 1972).

The telephone interview

generally achieves higher rates of response than mail, and
it can be validated by callbacks.

Research indicates that a

respondent is more likely to be candid when the interview
situation is impersonal

(Hochtim 1967).

In addition, many

have suggested that telephone surveys can appreciably reduce
interview expenses

(Glasser and Metzger 1972; Judd 1966;

Leuthold and Scheele 1971).
Traditionally,

the possibility of telephone surveys

resulting in unrepresentative samples has been high.

That

is, those using this technique have often sampled only
persons listed in telephone directories.

This sampling

procedure may bias survey results since unlisted, newly
listed but unpublished,

and recently moved subscribers may

exhibit demographic characteristics,

attitudes,

and opinions

which differ significantly from those held by currently
listed subscribers
1972;

Sudman 1973).

(Hauck and Cox 197 4; Roll and Cantril
The magnitude of this bias is apparent

when one considers that approximately 22 percent of all
telephone households have unlisted numbers

(Groves 1978).

During the past few years, a minor revolution has taken
place in telephone survey research to overcome the shortcom
ings of telephone interviewing.

Telephone surveys based on
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some form of random digit dialing

(RDD) have gained general

acceptance among many survey researchers
Tuchfarber 1978),

(Klecka and

The widespread use of random digit

dialing has generated many studies on the technique

(Glasser

and Metzger 1972; Sudman 1973; Hauck and Cox 1974; Klecka
and Tuchfarber 1974; Dillman 1978;
1980).

and Lyons and Durant

The popularity of RDD can be attributed to the fact

that it reduces sample bias since each subscriber number-listed or unlisted--has an equal chance of being contacted
(Cooper 1964).

Random digit dialing also allows for easier

multistage and stratification sampling techniques which
subsequently produce more statistically-reliable results
(Lyons and Durant 1980).
Another telephone sampling technique gaining in p o p u 
larity is plus-one or add-a-digit dialing.

This technique

has also been developed to overcome the inadequacies of
simple directory sampling.

Plus-one samples merely add one

to the last digit of each number obtained from the directo
ry.

The method's growing popularity is due to its ease of

use and inclusion of unlisted telephone households.
and Banks

(1977)

Landon

compared the method's relative bias and

efficiency w it h other telephone sampling methods.

The

authors concluded that plus-one sampling is more efficient
than random digit designs because it reduces the inclusion
of nonworking numbers.

However,

the plus-one design may

produce biased samples, because all working residential
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telephone numbers do not have a chance of inclusion.
The primary reasons for the widespread use of telephone
surveys may well be financial pressures and technological
changes

(Klecka and Tuchfarber 1978).

Increasing interview

er salaries and rising fuel costs have combined to make
personal interviewing extremely costly.

In addition,

finding the desired respondent at home has also become
extremely difficult because of the large number of women
entering the labor force.

Tuchfarber and Klecka

(1976)

indicate that fieldwork and sampling costs in RDD may be as
little as 20 to 25 percent of those for personal interview
ing.
There are many other factors which make telephone
interviewing an attractive data collection technique.
example,
phones

For

94 percent of the U.S. population now have tele

(Gallegos and Frey 1976).

The telephone also r e p r e 

sents a more viable survey method with today's increasing
resistance to in-home interviews.

Finally,

the easy access

to WATS lines has made it possible to conduct a nation-wide
survey from a single location.
Recently,

a number of authors

(Tyebjee 1979; DeVere,

Burns and Bush 1979) have expressed concern over the lack of
empirically based information on telephone surveys.

A

related problem is that most telephone survey research
focuses on only one dependent variable--refusal rate.
was the case wit h mail survey research,

As

there is a definite
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need to broaden the scope of methodological research on such
an increasingly important technique as telephone surveys.

CRITIQUE OF THE LITERATURE

Perhaps the major concern of practitioner-oriented
survey researchers over the years has been the cost associ
ated with each data collection technique.

Such critical

issues as response quality, and validity and reliability of
results have received relatively little attention.

For

example, Bob Blau, marketing research director for
Pillsbury,

Inc., judges the efficiency of a data collection

technique by its "cost efficiency."
however,

It seems ironic,

that no matter how inexpensive a data collection

technique i s , it is not going to save an organization money
if the responses it generates are low in validity.
Academic survey researchers are also guilty of a myopic
orientation in their survey research.

While the p ra cti 

tioner-oriented researcher is mainly concerned with cost,
the academic researchers have been devoting most of their
efforts to a single dependent variable--the nonresponse
rate.

Again,

little effort has been given to such critical

variables as response quality, response speed,

and validity

of the data.

^This is a direct quotation from the researcher's
telephone conversation with Bob Blau on August 12, 1981.
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Another ironic issue in the survey research literature
is the practice of sacrificing the benefits of face-to-face
interviewing for techniques which yield lower costs.
is these less costly techniques,
interviewing,

Yet it

like mail and telephone

that have the highest potential refusal rates.

In addition, while research on mail and telephone surveys
has been limited to addressing the sole issue of nonresponse
rates, personal interviewing literature has for years been
investigating such variables as response bias,

interviewer

bias, and rapport between interviewer and respondent.
What nay be needed is to reevaluate the personal
interview as a means of data collection.

With today's

changing environment and lifestyles, perhaps the face-toface interview may generate benefits which outweigh its
costs.

That is, if face-to-face interviewing can eliminate

refusal rates and does generate more and better quality
data,

it should be reconsidered as a viable means of data

collection.
SPECIFICATION OF ISSUES IK THE LITERATURE

Recently,

there has been a growing concern among survey

researchers as to the best method of data collection.
Traditionally,

it was assumed that the best way to conduct

an interview was in person (Rogers 1976).

During the last

decade, however, there has been a dramatic shift to the use
of the telephone for survey research.

For example,

it has
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been estimated that between 55-60 percent of primary market
research is done by telephone.
remains.

But an important question

How good are telephone interviews?

Can the

telephone interview ask sensitive questions or complex
questions and obtain responses similar to those gathered by
personal interview?

Does quality of responses and field

performance differ between the various methods of datacollection?

The studies that have addressed these questions

will now be discussed.
There is disagreement in the literature as to the
effectiveness of telephone versus personal interviewing as a
data-collection technique.

A review of the studies which

have compared the various data collection techniques indicates that they are somewhat equivalent

(Colombotos 1969;

Coombs and Freedman 1964; Hochstim 1967; Klecka and
Tuchfarber 1978; Kofron, Bayton, and Boortner 1969; Larsen
1952; Haynes 1965; Rogers

1976;

Schmiedeskamp 1962; Sudman

and Ferber 1974; Telser 1976; Wheatley 1973).

However,

spite of the overall comparability of the methods,
differences have been found (See Table 2-1).
(1972) , Colombotos

in

important

Wiseman

(1969) , and Hochstim (1967) are a few of

the survey researchers who have randomly assigned re spon
dents to one or the other method and then compared the
results.

Wiseman

(1972)_ collected data by mail,

over the

telephone, and in person on nine public opinion issues.

The

results were similar by method on seven out of nine items.

Table 2- 1
A Comparison of Data Collection Techniques

Techniques
Compared

Authors

Sample

Survey
Topic

Conclusions

Personal
Telephone

Students

Food Service
on campus

Average number of sug
gestions offered per
respondent was more than
twice as great in person
as in the telephone
interviews.

Hochstim (1967)

Hail
Telephone
Personal

Area
probability
sample in
Alameda C o . ,
California

Health
Survey

Women less likely to be
candid about drinking
habits in person than by
mail or telephone.

Colombotos

Personal
Telephone

Physicians

Public
opinion

Those interviewed in
person were more likely
to give socially accept
able responses than
those interviewed by
telephone.

Wiseman (1972)

Mail
Telephone
Personal

Boston
Suburb s

Public
Opinion

More liberal response
to sensitive questions
by mail.
Little differ
ence between telephone
and in person

Sudman & Ferber (1974)

Telephone
Hail
Panels

Chicago
area
directories

Consumer
Expenditure
survey

Telephone data do not
appear to be as complete
and accurate as data
from diaries.

Oakes

(1954)

(1969)

Table 2-1 (Continued)
Techniques
Compared

Authors

Sample

Survey
Topic

Conclusions

(1976)

Personal
Telephone

New York
City resi
dents

City
services

Telephone data on educa
tion were more consis
tent , on voting more
accurate, but personal
interview was more
successful in obtaining
data on income

Telscr (1976)

Personal
Telephone

Households

Feminine
hygiene
products

Personal interview sam
ple cited more brand
names and more problems
with the product than
the telephone sample.

Herman (1977)

Personal
Telephone

6 midwestern
states,
union repre
sentatives

Voting
behavior

More respondents refused
to answer vote-intent
questions and reports of
unlawful campaigning by
telephone than in person

Groves

Personal
Telephone

liichigan
residents

Public
opinion

More respondent suspi
cion in telephone inter
views .

Siemiatycki (1979)

Personal
Telephone

Canadian
residents

Public
opinion

Reported a much higher
missing data rate for
income from telephone as
compared to personal
interviews.

Singer (1979)

Personal
Telephone

National
probability
sample

Leisure
activities

Telephone respondents
more acquiescent than
those who participate in
personal interviews

Rogers

(1977)

Table 2-1 (Continued)
Techniques
Compared

Authors
Groves

(1979)

Jordan, Marcus &
Reeder (1980)

Sample

Survey
Topic

Conclusions

Personal
Telephone

National
probability
sample

Public
opinion

Lower cooperation over
the telephone than in
person, greater uneasi
ness expressed concern
ing sensitive subjects
over the phone.

Personal
Telephone

L. A.
residents

Health
behavior
and health
attitudes

Twice as many telephone
respondents refused than
in the personal inter
view.
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However, on two of the more personal issues--attitudes
towards legalizing abortion and making birth control
information available to the unmarried--more liberal r e 
sponses were obtained by mail. Telephone and in-person
responses showed little differences.

Hochstim (1967),

analyzed the three methods in two surveys to report that
women were less likely to be candid about drinking habits in
person than by mail or telephone.

Co l o m b o t o s 1 (1969) study

of physicians revealed that those interviewed in person were
no more likely to give socially acceptable responses than
those interviewed by telephone.

Rogers

(1976) conducted an

experiment in which she resurveyed a group of New York City
residents either in person or by telephone.

The results

indicate that the overall quality of data obtained by
telephone is comparable to that obtained by interviews in
person.

However,

differences were found in relation to

sensitive questions.

That is, telephone data on reported

education were more consistent,

and on voting, more accu

rate, but face-to-face interviewing was more successful in
obtaining data on income.

Tyebjee

(1979) also expresses the

concern over the resistance encountered over the telephone
from respondents in getting data on income and personal
fi nances.
Significant differences were found between telephone
and personal interviews regarding sensitive questions other
than those concerning demographics.

Herman

(1977) reported
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that there was a significant difference in refusal to answer
vote-intent questions between telephone and personal inter
views.

More respondents refused when interviewed by tele

phone than in person.

Significant differences were also

found in reports of unlawful campaigning.

A larger number

of respondents reported incidence of unlawful campaigning
when interviewed in person as compared to over the phone.
Herman

(1977) concluded that respondents interviewed by

phone may be less willing to respond to sensitive questions
than those in person.
Sudman and Ferber

(1974) report deficiencies of tele

phone interviewing in comparison to mail panels.

Diaries

were compared to telephone interviews on three criteria:
level of household cooperation,

level of households re port

ing by expenditure c a t e g ori es, and level of reported e xp en
ditures by individual household members for food and drink
away from home.

Overall,

the results indicate that tel e

phone data do not appear to be as complete and accurate as
data from diaries.

Oakes

(1954) demonstrated how the

informal nature of personal interviews generated more
responses than those gathered over the phone.

Oakes inter

viewed students in person and over the telephone in an
attempt to obtain responses to an open-ended question
regarding attitudes towards food service in cafeterias.

The

results indicate that the average number of suggestions
offered per respondent was more than twice as great in the
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personal interviews as in the telephone interviews.

Oakes

(1954, p. 169) concludes "that the observed differences is
primarily a function of the method of canvass,

for the

reason that people seem to express their attitudes or
opinions more fully when they are approached in person than
when interviewed over the phone 1"
Respondents approached in person tend to give more
in-depth responses than those solicited over the telephone.
For example, a study on feminine hygiene products found
almost twice the number of brands were known by the sample
interviewed in person than by telephone.

The personal

interview sample also cited more problems with the product
than the telephone sample.

The differences were attributed

to the probing questions by which brand awareness and
product problems were measured
In more recent studies,

(Telser 1976).

survey researchers are increas

ingly questioning the data obtained in telephone survey
research.

For example,

Marcus and Reeder 1980)

a recent health survey (Jordan,
in which Los Angeles residents were

interviewed in person and by telephone yielded some inter
esting results.

The authors found that 12 percent of the

personal interviews and 21 percent or nearly twice as many
telephone respondents did not answer.

Similar results were

also obtained in a recent survey reported by Siemiatycki
(1979), who reported a missing data rate for income of 14
percent in household interviews,

compared to 19 percent in
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telephone interviews.

Jordan, Marcus and Reeder

(1980) also

report that their telephone sample had a greater tendency to
agree,

to omit responses, and to use more extreme catego

ries.

The authors conclude that the differences seemed to

indicate that the quality of the data obtained over the
telephone was not as good as that obtained in the face-toface situation;

this was attributed to the fact that the

telephone respondents were insufficiently motivated.

That

i s , the interviewers were not working hard enough during the
interview.
What causes these dramatic differences between tele
phone and personal interviews?

Cannell et al.

(1977)

suggest that there may be a special problem in telephone
interviewing--that of motivating people to exert the effort
required to play the respondent role.

Groves

(1977), who

also found poorer quality data wit h telephone interviews,
reported more respondent suspicion in telephone interviews.
Singer (1979) has even suggested that telephone respondents
might be more acquiescent,

since they agreed to a mode of

interviewing which is easier to refuse than a face-to-face
interview.

When considering the controversy concerning the

quality of data collected over the telephone, more attention
should be given to other viable data collection methods.

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER II
This chapter furnished the reader with a review of the
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literature relevatit to the major focus of the dissertation
research.

The traditional methods of data collection--

personal, mail and telephone--were analyzed for advantages
and disadvantages.

The literature was critiqued from an

academic as well as a practitioner-oriented perspective.
Finally,

the major issues pertaining to the response quality

of telephone versus personal interviewing were investigated.

CHAPTER III
CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE RESEARCH TOPIC
AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents a conceptualization of the
research topic as well as a description of the research
hypotheses,

and the research methodology used in investigat

ing the mall intercept as a means of data collection.
chapter is divided into four major sections.

The

The first

section delineates the conceptual framework of the disserta
tion research.
hypotheses.

The next section presents the study's

Included in this section are the operational

definitions of the variables under consideration.

The third

section presents the description of the research methodology
and delineates the rationale underlying the various tech 
niques and methods used.

The concluding section assesses

the reliability and validity of the data collection instru
ment as well as to verify the trading area used to sample
the respondents.

CONCEPTUALIZATION OF TOPIC

OVERVIEW
There seems to be a recent controversy over the best
method of data collection for survey research.
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Traditionally,

the face-to-face interview was the preferable

method of collecting data.

However, with the rising costs

of travel, the popularity of door-to-door interviews has
declined in lieu of more cost-efficient methods.

The

telephone is n o w the most often used survey technique.

But

with the large nonresponse rates associated with telephone
surveys, authorities have recently questioned the quality of
data collected over the telephone.
There is a growing trend, primarily among practition
ers, to conduct face-to-face interviews in central locations
such as planned shopping centers.

Planned shopping centers

have always followed the population trends in the United
States often with central locations which act as a nucleus
to the surrounding community.

Thus, mall intercept inter

views have the qualities of a viable data collection tech
nique.

However,

answered.

it arouses many questions that are not yet

This section of the dissertation will address

these questions by examining the emergence of the planned
shopping center and by analysing the trend toward data
collection in these central locations.

The question con

cerning the demographic and lifestyle characteristics of
mall intercept respondents is considered as well as the
shopping behavior of this utiique sample.

In addition,

response rates and response quality are examined and a na
lyzed .
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CONCEPTUALIZATION
Although telephone survey research is still the most
popular data collection technique

(Walker 1980), its p o t e n 

tial limitations should not be overlooked.

For example,

the

overall quality of data collected by telephone has recently
received criticism.

When collecting data on sensitive

questions or personal issues such as income,

drinking

habits, personal finances, birth control, household expendi
tures, etc.,

the telephone has continually yielded higher

refusal rates than personal interviews.
results in more missing data,
concerning in-depth responses.

Telephone surveys

in particular to questions
In addition,

the sheer

number of responses to questions in telephone surveys is
usually less than the number of responses from personal
inte rv iew s.
The evasive nature of telephone respondents may be due
to a lack of motivation during the interview.

This lack of

motivation may arise out of the interviewing situation
itself.

That is, even though the telephone interview is

thought of as an informal data-collection technique, when
compared to the face-to-face situation it will tend to be a
less flexible and a less personal technique.

Research

indicates that a respondent is more likely to be candid when
the interview situation is personal.

Thus,

for researchers

interested in candid responses, a face-to-face situation may
prove to be more beneficial than a telephone interview.
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Finally,

the increasingly large nonresponse rates

associated wi t h telephone interviewing may be due to re spon
dent suspicion.

That is, with the widespread use of the

telephone for the direct marketing of insurance, photography
services, etc., respondents may be hesitant to cooperate
with a telephone interview as they may perceive it as just
another sales call.

In addition,

a telephone survey which

asks respondents questions concerning personal issues may be
misconstrued as an invasion of privacy.

It seems intuitive

that respondents would be more accurate and candid with
their responses to interviewers they can see in person than
to someone over a telephone.
Perhaps the best method of data collection is still the
face-to-face interview.

The face-to-face interview is very

informal which may alleviate some of the suspicion associ
ated wit h telephone interviewing.

It has also been shown

that better quality data can be gathered in a face-to-face
setting.

However, many of the current socio-cultural

problems facing telephone researchers

(e.g., the increasing

number of women working away from the home, more leisure
activities, greater social mobility, etc.) are also present
wit h personal,

in-home interviews.

In addition,

the high

costs associated with personal interviews are rapidly
rising.

What is needed is a face-to-face interviewing

situation whic h can overcome these limitations.

Recently,

survey researchers have found such a situation.

There has
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been a rapid increase of face-to-face interviewing in
central locations.

The majority of these central locations

are regional shopping centers.
A recent study conducted among 142 of the largest
American consumer goods companies indicates the growth of
mall intercept interviewing (Market facts,

1981).

For

example, most companies are devoting a larger percentage of
their market research budget to mall intercepts than any
other data collection technique
tion,

(see Table 3-1).

In a dd i 

larger research users are becoming more committed to

mall intercepts when conducting market research (see Table
3-2).

Finally,

the use of mall intercepts as a data col

lection technique grew at a relatively outstanding rate of
37 percent at the expense of in-home and local telephone
surveys

(see Table 3-3).

THE EMERGENCE OF THE MALL INTERCEPT
The success and growth of planned shopping center has
gone on for many years and is expected to continue
and Evans 1979).

In 1955, there were 1000 shopping centers;

by 1960, there were 4,500; at the end of 1976,
almost 18,000.
1980's,

(Berman

there were

It is projected that during the early

25,000 planned shopping center will be in operation.

In addition,

the International Council of Shopping Centers

(Mason and Mayer 1979)

states that approximately 41 percent

of all retail sales for 1980 came from shopping centers.
The growth for shopping centers relative to other retailers
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Table 3-1

Data Collection Techniques Used Most
MALL INTERCEPTS ARE TAKING A FAST GROWING
SHARE OF THE RESEARCH SPENDING BUDGET

Percentage spending major
budget share on:

1978
%

1981
%

Net Change
%

WATS interviewing

43

42

- 1

Focus groups

19

15

- 4

Shopping mall intercept

33

53

+20

Local telephone interviewing

14

9

- 5

Consumer mail panels

15

9

- 6

In-home interviewing

19

17

- 2

Consumer purchase diaries

17

8

- 9

Trade surveys

4

1

- 3

Direct mail surveys

3

2

- 1

Based on Qu.

Source:

2b:

On which one or two have you spent the
most money in the past year?

"Consumer Market Research Technique Usage Patterns
and Attitudes in 1981," Market Facts, Inc,
April
22, 1981.

Table 3-2
Data Collection Technique Usage
THE LARGER RESEARCH USERS ARE MORE COMMITTED TO MALLS & WATS

Percent spending major
budget share on:

Type of Product
Grocery
Durable
&
&
Drug
Services

Size of Budget
Under
1 MM

Over
1 MM

WATS interviewing

41

42

32

51

Focus groups

11

19

23

5

Shopping mall intercept

65

36

42

65

Local telephone interviewing

4

14

7

11

Consumer mail panels

4

14

9

8

In-home interviewing

22

11

12

24

Based on Qu. 2a:

Source:

Here is a list of a number of research data collection methods and
techniques.
For which of these have you used outside suppliers
within the past year?

"Consumer Market Research Technique Usage Patterns and Attitudes in 1981"
Market Facts, Inc.
April 22, 1981.
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Table 3-3

Changing Use o£ Data Collection Techniques
MALL INTERCEPTS & WATS INTERVIEWS ARE STILL
GAINING GROUND AT EXPENSE OF IN-HOME & LOCAL
TELEPHONE SURVEYS

Growing
In Use
%

Percent saying this
technique is:
WATS

interviewing

Declining
In Use
%

Net
Difference

I

49

8

+41

Focus groups

27

18

+ 9

Shopping mall intercept

48

11

+37

6

34

-28

Consumer mail panels

15

10

+ 5

In-home interviewing

6

34

-28

16

6

+10

Trade surveys

6

8

- 2

Direct mail surveys

8

7

+ 1

Local telephone interviewing

Consumer purchase diaries

Based on Qus,

Source:

2c & 2d:

Which
share
Which
share

ones account for
of your research
ones account for
of your research

a growing
expenditures?
a declining
expenditures?

"Consumer Market Research Technique Usage Patterns
and Attitudes in 1981"
Market Facts, Inc.
April 22, 1981.
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seems to be continuing as about 80 percent of all new retail
space is going to centers

(Lewison and DeLozier 1982).

The shopping center industry was a direct result of the
greatest migration in human history--the urbanization and
suburbanization of America.

It was supported by the devel

opment of highways and the postwar migration to the suburbs,
the widespread use of the automobile,
our central cities.

and the abandonment of

Shopping center developers have contin

ually followed the trends in migration and culture in the
United States.
The most recent trend in shopping center development is
the move to the middle market.

By definition, middle market

can be any market that will support only a single outlet of
a major national department store chain (Baxter 1979).

At

one extreme it can include markets of 10,000 in the city and
35,000 in the total trade area and at the other extreme a
trade area population of 250,000 or more.

Until recently

middle markets have been overlooked in favor of major
metropolitan areas by many large chains.

However,

as major

markets approach saturation, and as other factors begin to
limit growth potential, many developers and retailers are
looking to the middle market for further expansion.

Thus,

shopping centers will not only be available in large m e t r o 
politan areas, but in middle markets as well.
The shopping center symbolizes more than just an outlet
to purchase goods.

Some experts

(Brechenfeld 1972) profess
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that the regional shopping center is becoming the social,
cultural, and vocational focal point of an entire community.
In fact, some recent studies of shopping center usage
indicates that about 90-95 percent of all adults and 95+
percent of all households shop in shopping centers at least
once a year and about two-thirds do so in a two-week period
(Chain Store Age Executive 1978).

Consumers are seemingly

viewing a trip to the shopping center as a social event
rather than an unimportant shopping necessity.
question remains,

However,

the

is the shopping center a viable environ

ment to collect data for survey research?
Ideally,

shopping centers are located with the obj ec 

tive of optimizing access to merchandise for the shopping
public.

Shopping center developers thoroughly analyze a

community's population size, composition and growth before
deciding on a final location decision.

Thus,

shopping

centers are very adaptive to changes in demographics and
customer demands.

In addition,

a primary factor sought

after in searching for a site location for a shopping center
is whether or not the location represents a nucleus for the
surrounding community.

Since shopping centers are scaled to

provide optimum customer attraction,

then perhaps they would

represent a viable alternative for data collection.

Shopping Centers and Sampling Theory
However, because of its nonprobability nature,

it is

often believed sampling from shopping centers tends to yield
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unrepresentative samples.
probability samples,

Because mall intercepts are not

it follows that they are not represen

tative of the total population in many ways.

For example,

some adults who are far from shopping centers, have no
transportation, or are bedridden, will never shop in shop
ping centers.

For many products,

persons or households who

never visit shopping centers have a zero or near zero
probability of purchasing and therefore of being inter
viewed.

In addition,

those regular patrons of shopping

centers are probably more interested in the "outside world,"
perhaps spend much more time shopping, may have a greater
brand a w a r e n e s s , and are more willing to experiment with new
products and ideas.

Thus,

in sampling from a mall intercept

every element of the population does not have a known
probability of being selected.
A probability sample, however,

allows for the use of

inferential statistics and enables a reliable way of speci
fying random error.
data.

Random error is present in all sample

Although it cannot be measured exactly,

it can be

estimated, provided the data are obtained from a random
sample.

Without such an estimate,

the researcher cannot

rigorously evaluate the statistics derived from the sample.
Thus, one cannot be sure how reliable the survey really is.
Nonprobability samples do not offer this feature.

In

nonprobability sampling one must rely on the expertise of
the person taking the sample, whereas in probability
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sampling the results are independent of the researcher
(Green and Tull 1978).
A great deal of sampling in marketing research is
nonprobability in nature.

That is, samples are often

selected on the basis of judgement,
other nonrandom process.

convenience, or by some

The choice between nonprobability

and probability sampling ultimately depends on a judgement
of the relative size of the random error of the probability
sample versus the combined random error and selection bias
of a nonprobability sample (Green and Tull 1978).
Therefore,
the informal,

there appears to be a major tradeoff between

face-to-face nature of the mall intercept

versus the nonprobability aspects associated with this
convenience sample.

However,

this tradeoff is difficult to

address particularly when the market researcher is not sure
whether or not the mall intercept yields better quality
responses than other techniques,

and second, there is no

empirical evidence which analyzes the respondent of mall
intercept interviews.

The dissertation research will

attempt to furnish the market researcher with information
that will facilitate this tradeoff process.
RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
INTRODUCTION
This section presents a delineation of the research
hypotheses and the rationale underlying each.

In addition,
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each research hypothesis is stated in a certain direction
based on previous research in each area.

Finally,

the

operational definitions for pertinent variables are present
ed.
The research questions that were addressed in the
dissertation are concerned with the differences between the
two methods of data collection.

It is proposed that mall

intercept interviews yield results which differ from tele
phone interviews in the following areas:
Demographics
Lifestyles
Shopping Habits
Response Rates
Response Quality
In addition, differences should exist in the demographics,
lifestyles,

and shopping habits between the telephone

respondents and mall intercept respondents.

Response rates

and response quality should not affect demographics,

life

styles and shopping habits as any differences in the latter
can be attributed to different sampling methods.
Demographics.

Both groups were compared on their

responses to demographic questions to determine if demo
graphic responses differ by method of canvass.

Sampling

theory would predict that differences will occur due to the
different sampling methods of the two groups.

In addition,

research indicates that shoppers who tend to shop at large
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centers versus downtown areas are quite different
1977).

(Bearden

Patrons of large regional centers tend to be y o u n g 

er, with higher incomes, more education,
shopping per trip,

spend more time

and. visit more stores per visit than

patrons of downtown stores.
patronage literature,

Thus, based on retailing

the following hypotheses can be

stated:
hi:

Mall intercept respondents will tend to be younger
than telephone r e sp ond ent s.

H2:

Mall intercept respondents will tend to have
larger incomes than telephone respondents.

H3:

Mall intercept respondents will tend to have more
education than telephone respondents.

Lifestyles.

A lifestyle profile was constructed for

both groups using questions drawn from the original list of
items offered by Wells and Tigert

(1971).

The specific

lifestyle items used were those which have demonstrated
reliability coefficients ranging from .43 to .80 with a mean
of .66 on nine lifestyle dimensions
1979).

(Burns and Harrison

The reliability coefficients were established by

adult female head of households from the target population.
All respondents participating in the dissertation research
were instructed to rate themselves on a six point scale of
agreement-disagreement for each of the eighteen items
(Appendix 1).

Items pertaining to the compulsive housekeep

er and child-centered dimensions were reworded for the males
in the survey

(see Appendix 1).

Based on the proposed

demographic differences of the two groups,

the following
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hypothesis can be stated:
H4:

llall intercept respondents will tend to exhibit
lifestyle scores which differ from telephone
respondents' scores.

Shopping H a b i t s .

Both groups were asked questions

concerning their shopping habits

(see Appendix 1).

The

shopping habit questions addressed specific shopping b e h a v 
ior at shopping centers
to shopping centers,

(i.e. number and frequency of visits

length of stay, etc.).

As mentioned previously, research

(Chain Store Age

Executive 1978; Bearden 1977; Bellenger, Robertson,
Greenberg 1977)

and

indicates that people who patronize shopping

centers may differ from those individuals who shop else
where.

That is, research shows that patrons of large

regional centers tend to spend more time shopping per trip
and visit more stores per visit than patrons of isolated
downtown stores.

In addition,

centers draw a substantial

number of consumers who treat shopping as a form of ent er
tainment or recreation--with eating being an important part
of that activity

(Chain Store Age Executive 1978),

Thus,

it

can be proposed that this unique group of shopping center
patrons have different shopping habits than those individu
als that can be reached over the telephone.
H5:

Mall intercept respondents will tend to spend
more time shopping per trip than telephone re spon
dents .

H6:

Mall intercept respondents will tend to visit
more stores per trip than telephone respondents.
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H7:

Mall intercept respondents will tend to have
different reasons for visiting shopping centers
than telephone respondents.

Response R a t e s .

The number of refusals or nonresponses

were recorded for each method.

Historically,

the highest

response rates have been obtained via the personal interview
(Mayer 197 4).

In fact, refusals tend to average only about

10 percent in personal interviews
Stasch 1977).

(Boyd, Westfall,

Telephone interview response rates are

difficult to estimate due to inconsistencies.
Tyebjee
percent.

and

That is,

(1979) reported response rates ranging from 45 to 95
Wiseman and McDonald (1978) reported a median

completion rate of 30 percent based on their audit of 182
market research studies.
however,

There seems to be consensus,

that the highest response rate can be obtained

through the personal interview.
such factors as:

This is true because of

the flexibility of the personal interview,

the physical interaction between the interviewer and respon
dent, and the interviewers mere presence aids in motivating
the respondent to cooperate (Mayer 1974).

The noncontact

rate and "not at homes" are important considerations in
telephone interviewing.
equal as possible,

However,

to make both methods as

only one attempt was made for the tele

phone interviews as this is standard procedure in mall
intercept interviewing.
Considering the mall intercept interview as a face-toface personal interview,

the next hypothesis can be
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proposed.
H8:

When mall intercept interviewing is employed,
refusal rate will tend to be less than when
telephone interviewing is employed.

Response Q u a l i t y .

the

Response quality refers to the

degree of effort and thought devoted to the question by the
respondent

(Houston and Ford 1976).

Only a small number of

survey research studies have included response quality as a
dependent variable.

An unfortunate aspect of these studies

is a lack of consistency in the measurement of this v a r i 
able,

Table 3-4 presents a few of the studies which includ

ed response quality as a dependent variable and the op er a
tionalization used in each situation.

For example, Wotruba

(1966) was one of the first researchers to use response
quality in survey research.

Wotruba analyzed response

quality by considering only one factor--item omission.
recently,

More

survey researchers have expanded the definition of

response quality by considering other factors.
of New York City services, Rogers
components of response quality:

In her study

(1976) identified four
ability to answer complex

questions, willingness to provide personal information,
response validity,

and consistency of information.

Although,

there is a trend to expand this variable, no one has yet
made an effort to develop a standard definition of response
quality.
An operationalization of response quality was construc
ted with the assistance of the self-disclosure literature.
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Table 3-4
RESPONSE QUALITY IN SURVEY RESEARCH

Researcher
Wotruba
Kerin
Rogers

(1966)

(1974)
(1976)

Method

Operationalisation

Mail

1.

Item Omission

Mail

1.
2.

Item Omission
Response Distortion

Telephone
Personal

1.

3.
4.

Ability to answer complex
q u est ion s.
Willingness to provide
personal information
Response Validity
Consistency of information

2.

Houston and
Ford (1976)

Mail

1.
2.

Item Omission
Response Error

Jones and
Linda (1978)

Mail

1.

The percentage of question
naire items completed by
respondent

McDaniel and
Rao (1980)

Mail

1.
2.
3.

Response Error
Item Omission rate
Completeness of answer

Hansen

Mail

1.

Completeness of response to
open-ended questions
The average number of words
per written response

(1980)

2.
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Self-disclosure has been defined as "the act of making
yourself manifest,
you"

showing yourself so others can perceive

(Jourard 1971, p. 19).

Others have defined sel f

disclosure as "that which occurs when A knowingly communi
cates to B information about A wh ich is not generally known
and is not otherwise available to B"
Kahn,

1969, p.

59).

Thus,

(Worthy, Gary, and

from the above definitions, a

transition can easily be made which applies self-disclosure
to interviewing situations.
As an interpersonal behavior,

self-disclosure is

thought to include five basic parameters:

(1) amount or

breadth of personal information disclosed,

(2) intimacy of

the information revealed,
sure,

(3) duration or rate of di sclo

(4) affective manner of presentation,

disclosure flexibility

(Chelune,

1975,

and (5) self

1978).

Unfortunate

ly, researchers are seldom in a position to examine all five
dimensions in a given study unless they are obtaining
behavioral samples of self-disclosure.

Researchers in the

social sciences typically elect to use assessment techniques
that measure only one or two parameters of self-disclosure
(Chelune 1979).

Four of the five parameters of self

disclosure closely parallel three of the dimensions used in
the response quality literature.

That is, amount or breadth

of personal information disclosed and duration or rate of
disclosure closely parallels completeness of answer,

intima

cy of the information revealed approximates the sensitive
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questions used in response quality studies to investigate
item omissions, and affective manner of presentation closely
resembles response distortion which may arise when r e s pon 
dents reveal intimate information about themselves

(see

Table 3-5).
Two parameters of self-disclosure that readily lend
themselves to objective measurement are amount or breadth of
information disclosed and duration or rate of disclosure.
Researchers
Breglio,

(Burhenne and Mirels,

1970; Pederson and

1970) have assessed the amount of disclosure in

terms of the number of words subjects used in self-descrip
tive essays.

The underlying assumption in these studies was

that the more words used,
sure.

the greater the amount of di sclo

The second parameters,

duration or time spent ta l k 

ing, has been the most widely used temporal measure of
disclosure,
1978).

appearing in more than twenty studies

Talking time is assumed to be related to disclosure

output and willingness to disclose
1971).

(Chelune,

(Doster and Strickland,

Thus, respondents who give more words per response

or spend more time talking during the interview are disclos
ing more about themselves. Research (Oakes 1954; Telser
1976; Siemiatycki 1979) indicates that respondents tend to
give more information in a face-to-face interview than in a
telephone interview.

For example, Telser

(1976)

interviewed

households either in person or over the telephone to d i s 
cover that those interviewed in the personal interview cited
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Table 3-5
OPERATIONALIZATION OF
RESPONSE QUALITY

Parameters of
Self-Disclosure
Components of
(Chelune, 1978)______________________Response Quality
1.

Amount or Breadth of
Personal Information

1.

Completeness of
Answer

2.

Duration or Rate of
Disclosure

2.

Sensitive Questions to
Investigate Item
Omission

3.

Intimacy of the Informa
tion Revealed

3.

Response Distortion

b.

Affective Manner of
Presentation

5.

Self-Disclosure Flexibility
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more brand names and more problems with the product than
those interviewed over the telephone.
It is proposed that because an opportunity to obtain
more information is possible via a face-to-face situation,
the mall intercept will result in a greater amount of
information disclosed and more time spent talking per
response than telephone interviews.
H9:

H10:

When mall intercept interviewing is employed, the
total number of words per response will tend to be
greater than when telephone interviewing is
employed.
When mall intercept interviewing is employed, the
time (in seconds) spent talking per response will
tend to be greater than when telephone interview
ing is employed.

Self-references have been another popular parameter
\

from whi ch to derive indices of self-disclosure
1979).

(Chelune,

A. self-reference has been operationally defined as

"a verbal response by S which describes h i m in some way,
tells something about him, or refers to some affect he
experiences"

(Rogers,

1960, p. 248).

The basic unit of

measurement of these self-references is usually the number
of personal pronouns given by respondents in their response
to a question.

That is, all statements made by the respo n

dent which begin with the pronoun "I" and are followed by an
expression of affect,

such as, "I like," or "I was sad," are

disclosing something personal about the person.

The more

self-references respondents give, the more they are reveal
ing about themselves.
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If an opportunity to obtain more information is p o s s i 
ble via the face-to-face method

(Oakes 1954; Telser 1976;

Siemiatycki 1979; Green and Tull,

1978; Boyd and Westfall,

1978) , then more self-references should also be obtainable
from the face-to-face situation.
Hll:

When mall intercept interviewing is employed, the
number of self-references will tend to be greater
than when telephone interviewing is employed.

A fourth parameter of self-disclosure is the level of
intimacy or sensitivity revealed by the respondents.

That

is, the more intimate the respondents are with their r e 
sponses,

the greater is their level of self-disclosure.

It

is this parameter of self-disclosure that encourages item
omission.
The sensitive questions for the dissertation research
were chosen from Altman and Taylor's
intimacy-scaled statements.

(1966) pool of 671

The statements were scaled for

"intimacy" and divided into 13 topical categories by judges
from two different populations.

Judge agreement between the

two populations was quite good, as reflected in a pooled
Person product-moment correlation of

.90 and correlations

ranging from .76 to .94 for the 13 categories considered
individually

(Altman and Taylor,

1966).

topical categories are presented below.
Religion
Love and sex
Own family
Parental family
Hobbies and interests

A list of the 13
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Physical appearance
Money and property
Current events
Emotions and feelings
Relationships with others
Attitudes and values
School and work
Biography
The intimate questions that were employed in the
dissertation to address the item omission hypothesis were
selected from the topical areas most relevant to marketing.
That is, questions were selected from categories such as
hobbies and interests, money and property,
to the categories dealing wi t h religion,

etc.

as opposed

school, etc.

Ten

questions were chosen with intimacy scale values ranging
from 1.307 to 8.750.

Multiple measures were used in varying

degrees of sensitivity to ensure reliability of responses
(see Appendix 2).
Recently,

authors

(Tyebjee 1979; Rogers 1976; and

Herman 1977) have expressed concern over the resistance
encountered over the telephone from respondents in getting
personal information.

For example, Rogers

(1976) and Herman

(1977) compared telephone and personal interviews regarding
sensitive questions
finances).

(i.e. unlawful campaigning and personal

Both authors concluded that respondents inter

viewed by telephone tended to be less willing to respond to
sensitive questions than those in person.
hypothesis can be stated as follows:

Thus, the next
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H12:

When mall intercept interviewing is employed item
omission, as measured by the average number of
questions unanswered per respondents, will tend to
be less than when telephone interviewing is
employed.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION
This section ot the chapter presents a description of
the research methodology and delineates the rationale
underlying the various techniques and methods used.

It

begins wit h an overview of the data collection procedure.

A

description of the population and the rationale for using
that population is presented,

followed by a delineation of

the data collection method and instrument used in the study.
Next,

the sample design and sample size are discussed.

Finally,

the samples as well as the trade area are assessed.

An Overview of the Research Procedure
Testing of the stated hypotheses in this study required
the following:
1.

respondents were asked questions concerning their
demographic and lifestyle characteristics, as well
as questions regarding their shopping behavior.

2.

the quality of the respondents' answers was
assessed in terms of the amount or breadth of
information disclosed, the duration of the disclo
sure, the intimacy of information revealed, and
the number of self-references given.

3.

the same procedure was used to gather information
on the above (1 and 2) questions ill a face-to-face
mall intercept interview and a telephone inter
view.
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4.

refusal to participate in the study was considered
as the nonresponse rate.
This was assessed for
both m e t h o d s .

The survey research procedure used to collect the data can
be characterized as being descriptive and exploratory in
nature.

The true purposes of the study were disguised in an

effort to prevent possible extraneous biases from entering
the study.

Rationale Underlying the Research Procedure
The decision to utilize only telephone and mall inter
cept interviews to collect the needed information rather
than other survey methods was due,
considerations.

First,

often used method

in part,

to several

the telephone is still the most

(Walker,

1981; Klecka and Tuchfarber,

1978) of data collection among market researchers.

Thus,

the telephone method was chosen in order to compare the most
popular method of data collection to the fastest growing
method of data collection--the mall intercept.

Second, mall

intercept and telephone interviewing offer the researcher a
comparative analysis between an informal,

face-to-face

method and a more impersonal or formal method.

Finally,

the

cost and time dimensions associated with collecting the
necessary data precluded the use of other data collection
methods.

Ideally, a comparison of the mall intercept method

w i t h telephone, mail,
would be desirous.

and even door-to-door interviewing

However,

due to the constraints m e n 

tioned above, the telephone method of data collection was
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viewed as an appropriate method for comparison.
Definition of the Population
The population relevant to the study is a group of
individuals who make up the trading area of a regional
shopping center.

A regional shopping center is defined as

one which is built around at least three and often four
major department stores with a gross leasable area (GLA) of
750.000 to over 1,000,000 square feet
Institute,

1978).

(The Urban Land

The market for a regional center is over

100.000 people who live within thirty minutes driving time
from the center.

The regional shopping center chosen for

the dissertation is Cortana Mall with approximately
1.500.000 square feet of GLA,
Louisiana.

located in Baton Rouge,

The trading area for Cortana Mall was delineated

in order to establish boundaries for data collection.
Delineation of Trading A r e a .

A qualitative and qu anti

tative delineation of Cortana Mall's trading area was
developed for the dissertation research.

Numerical informa

tion pertaining to Cortana Mall's trading area apparently
did not exist or is proprietary.

Thus,

the trading area was

constructed with the aid of a jury of executive opinion,
trade area analysis literature,
respondents'

the

and a daily tally of mall

telephone prefixes.

The mall manager and the anchor store managers at
Cortana Mall made up the panel of experts responsible for
the initial identification of Cortana Mall's trading area.
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A personal interview was conducted with each of the panel
members.

Each member was asked to indicate their p e r 

ceptions of Cortana Mall's trading area by drawing in the
boundaries on a map

(Appendix 3).

Primary and secondary

trading areas were developed from this subjective inves
tigation.

A composite of all the expert opinions were used

to delineate the initial trading area of Cortana Mall

(see

Appendix 4).
The literature on shopping center trade areas was used
to confirm the results of the experts'

opinion.

Research

recognizes that such factors as population, purchasing
power, population density, newspaper circulation, etc.,
influential in determining trade areas
Sweeney 1975).

However, authors

are

(Davidson, Doody, and

(Mason and Mayer 1981;

Brunner and Mason 1968) indicate that a critical determinant
of trade areas is the driving time required to reach the
center.

Berman and Evans

(1979, p. 231) define the primary

trading area in driving time for regional centers as up to
thirty minutes.

Chain Store Age Executive

(1978) identifies

the market for the regional center as over 100,000 people
who live within thirty minutes driving time from the center.
Brunner and Mason

(1968) analyzed the trade area for five

shopping centers in the northeast to conclude that the most
consistent and significant factor in delineating shopping
center trade area was driving time.

Between 70 percent and

76 percent of each center's patrons resided within 15
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minutes drive distance from the center.

The authors did

point out the fact that their results may not be generalizable to all other centers as the effect of expressways on
shopping patterns is an important determinant which changes
from community to community.

Thus,

through the jury of

executive opinion and the literature on trade area analysis,
a relatively accurate delination of Cortana Mall's trading
area was determined.

This subjective delineation of Cortana

Mali's trading area was used to generate initial boundaries
for the telephone interviews.
respondents'

An on-going tally of mall

telephone prefixes and driving times was used

to validate the true trading area of Cortana Mall.

Data Collection and Data Collection Instrument
The data for the dissertation was collected using two
methods--telephone and mall intercept interviews.

Each

interviewer was required to collect data with each method.
Interviewers were trained on the basics of interviewing by
the supervisor of NGL Research,

Inc. located in Cortana

Mall.
Data collection for the dissertation was collected in
two phases.

The first phase of data collection addresses

Hypothesis one through Hypothesis eight.

That is, phase one

of the data collection investigates the demographics,
lifestyles,
methods.

shopping behavior and response rates for the two

Phase two of the data collection specifically
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addresses the self-disclosure or response quality of the two
methods.
A two phase approach to data collection was chosen over
one phase for a number of reasons.

First, any confounding

effects between the more general demographics,

lifestyles

and shopping behavior and the more intimate response quality
questions could be minimized.

Second, a much more in-depth

interview is required with the response quality variables
than with the more general classification-type variables.
In fact, measurement of the response quality or self
disclosure variables require that the interview be tape
recorded.

Finally,

the two phase approach to data collec

tion assists in avoiding extremely long interviews.
The data for both methods was collected during the same
week.

This was done in an attempt to control any extraneous

variables which might produce effects confounded with the
effect of the experimental stimulus.

Data collection for

the mall intercept method took place on a Saturday, Monday,
and Wednesday.

Various days of the week were chosen to

ensure a cross section of mall intercept respondents, as
people who visit shopping centers on Saturday may be differ
ent from those who shop during the week.

In addition,

interviews in the mall were conducted during normal operat
ing hours

(10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.) to simulate mall
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intercept interviewing.

2

Data collection for the tele

phone method was collected daily during the same week and
the same hours.

Phase I and Phase II of the data collection

followed this same procedure.
The same data collection instrument was used for both
methods.

Each instrument in Phase I included a set of

questions addressing the classification-type variables
demographics,

lifestyles,

etc.).

(i.e.

Each question was asked

verbally and recorded by the interviewer.

Each interviewer

was informed of the importance of performing interviews for
each method as similarly as possible.

All questions in

Phase I of the data collection were dichotomous and multichotomous in nature.
Phase I.

No open-ended questions were asked in

The interviews in Phase I ranged from 12 to 15

minutes in length.
collection,

In addition,

after Phase I of the data

a post-experimental questionnaire was given to a

random selection of respondents from both telephone and mall
intercept methods.

That is, day-after callbacks were made

to approximately twenty-five percent of the respondents in
order to validate the interview.
The data collection instrument for Phase II addressed
the hypotheses pertaining to the response quality variables.

2--------

NGL Research, Inc. conducts its interviews Monday
through Saturday from 10:00 a.m. to approximately 8:30 p.m.
Obviously, interviews are not started after 8:30 due to the
9:00 p.m. closing of the Mall.
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Ten open-ended questions which were scaled for levels of
intimacy

(Altman and Taylor 1966)

along with demographic

questions made up the questionnaire in this phase of the
data collection,.

Each interview was tape recorded in order

to obtain objective measures of self-disclosure or response
quality.

All respondents were informed of the tape recorder

after the interview.

This procedure was followed in order

to (1) remain consistent with the procedure used in Phase I,
and (2) to avoid any additional variables from entering this
phase of data collection.

That is, those respondents who

initially agree to the tape recorded interview may be quite
different from those who do not wish to be tape recorded.
Thus, an additional acquiescence factor could enter the
study.

In the mall intercept method a mini-recorder was

used and hidden from the respondents until after the inter
view.

A telephone jack was used in the telephone inter

views.

After each interview the respondent was thoroughly

debriefed as to the nature of the interview.

Each respon 

dent was given the option of having their taped interview
erased.

Approximately five percent of the interviews were

discarded.

The majority of the requests to discard the

interview came from telephone respondents.

Sample Design and Sample Size
A purpose of the dissertation research was to simulate
the situation in which data is collected via the mall
intercept.

In the majority of mall intercept interviews,

a

quota system is employed.

3

Thus,

a quota sample was used

to select respondents for the research.
quotas used among market researchers are:
Race.

The most common
Age, Sex and

In addition, when a quota system is employed, a total

of one hundred respondents are sampled for each quota.

The

quotas for Phase I of the dissertation research are for age,
sex, and race, with one hundred total respondents for each
quota and each method.

The total sample size for Phase I is

three hundred for each method or six hundred for the total
sample size.

For Phase II of the data collection a total of

eighty-two respondents were selected using the same quota
system that was employed in Phase I.
Telephone respondents were selected based on the
trading area of Cortana Mall.

That is, telephone r espon

dents were sampled in proportion to the primary
percent of the centers'

customers)

and secondary

additional 15-25 percent of the centers'
within the trading area.
the mall respondents'
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(and

customers)

zones

A daily on-going tally was made of

telephone prefixes to ensure that the

subjective trade area estimate for Cortana Mall was correct.

Statistical Analysis
The data analysis for the dissertation is summarized in
Table 3-6.

All categorical demographic variables pertaining

3
Amber Herbert, Supervisor of HGL Research, Inc.,
stated that the majority of market research conducted at
mall intercepts used a quota system with one hundred r e s p o n 
dents per quota.
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Table 3-6
Summary of Statistical Analysis
PHASE I (n=610)
H1-H3:

114:

H5-H7:

H8:

DEMOGRAPHICS - Chi Square Analysis on categorical
variables.
LIFESTYLES - Factor Analysis on lifestyle variables,
Test of means on factor scores to
determine if significant lifestyle
differences exist.
Cronbachs Alpha to
assess reliability of factors.
SHOPPING HABITS - t Test on continuous variables.
Chi Square Analysis on dichotomous
variables.
RESPONSE RATES - Test of Proportions on percentage
re f u s e d .

PHASE II (n=82)
RESPONSE QUALITY
H9:

COMPLETENESS OF ANSWER - t-Test on mean number of
words per response.

H I 0:

COMPLETENESS OF ANSWER - t-Test on mean number of
seconds spent talking per response.

H i 1:

AFFECTIVE SELF-DISCLOSURE - t-Test on mean number of
self-references per response.

1112:

ITEM OMISSION - t-Test on mean number of questions
refused per respondent.

A test will be conducted to see If the continuous
dependent variables are correlated.
A Multiple Analysis of Variance will be run if the
continuous dependent variables are correlated.
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to H1-H3 were analyzed with Chi Square Analysis,
Factor analysis was the first step in addressing H 4 .
All responses to lifestyle questions were factor analyzed to
determine lifestyle profiles for each group.
factor scores were generated for both groups.
of means between the two groups'

In addition,
Next, a test

factor scores was conducted

to determine if significant differences existed.

Cronbach's

Alpha was also calculated to assess the reliability of the
factors.
Shopping habits were analyzed with a combination of Chi
Square and t-tests to determine if significant differences
existed between the two groups.

That is, all continuous

variables were analyzed with t tests while categorical
variables were analyzed via Chi Square Analysis.
The refusal rate for each group was analyzed with a
test of proportions.

A Z statistic was run on the perc ent 

age who refused to be interviewed for both groups to deter
mine if a significant difference existed for refusal rates
between the two m e t h o d s .
T tests were used to determine if the two groups differ
significantly on the four parameters of self-disclosure..
That is, a t-test was employed to determine if a significant
difference exists for the average number of words per
response,
sponse,

the average number of self-references per r e 

the mean number of seconds spent talking, and the

mean item omission rate.

Correlation coefficients were
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computed between the two judges who content analyzed the
tape recordings of the self-disclosure interviews.
A test will be run to determine the amount of
correlation between the continuous dependent variables in
Phase II of the dissertation.
highly correlated,

If the dependent measures are

a Multiple Analysis of Variance

(MANOVA)

will be used in the analysis of the data.

Reliability and Validity Assessments of the Subjects'
Responses
One of the most critical methodological considerations
within any type of research design is the assessment of how
reliable and valid is the data from which inferences are to
be drawn.

An extremely important facet of measurement is

reliability or the consistency with which a test produces
the same results.

In addition,

possess some degree of validity.

scientific studies must
That is, the extent to

which a test measures what it proports to measure.

This

section of the dissertation addresses these important facets
of measurement.
Critical to the current study was the assessment of the
reliability of the measurement scales designed to measure
the respondents'

lifestyles.

Separate coefficients of

reliability were computed for the nine multiple-item scales.
Cronbach's Alpha

(1951) was the reliability measure employed

in the dissertation.

Alpha coefficients are widely recog

nized and accepted measures of evaluating the accuracy of
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multiple-item scales

(Peter,

1979).

Table 3-7 presents the

Alpha coefficients associated with each of the nine
multiple-item measurement scales.

Since these same items

were used and assessed on a similar population by Burns and
Harrison (1979), Table 3-7 also presents those reliability
coefficients and compares them to the current assessment of
those same items.
When interpreting the results reported in table 3-7, it
should be emphasized that the concept of reliability refers
to how consistent, on the average,

the estimate of the true

score is in a population of subjects to be measured.

Thus,

seven of the nine lifestyle dimensions remained stable over
time, with the New Store Tryer dimension declining somewhat
but still possessing an Alpha coefficient of

.50.

The major change in reliability occurred with the
compulsive housekeeper dimension.

The reliability coeffi

cient for this dimension declined to
1979 Burns and Harrison study.

.38 from .80 in the

This major change can be

attributed to the respondents sampled.

That is, the 1979

study sampled only women, whereas the dissertation sampled
both men and women in a similar area of Baton Rouge,
Louisiana.

In addition,

the two items which make up the

compulsive housekeeper dimension were reworded for the males
in the survey

(see Appendix 1).

When analyzing the reliability coefficients presented
in table 3-7, the question arises as to whether the scales
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Table 3-7
Reliability Coefficients of the
Measurement Scales for Subjects' Lifestyles

Dimension/Factor

(1979)
Sum Score
Reliability
Coefficient

(1982)
Coefficient
Alpha

Compulsive Housekeeper

.80

.38

New Store Tryer

.79

.50

Child-Centered

.75

.88

Sports Spectator

.74

.Ik

Self-Confident

.67

.62

Sports Participant

.67

.64

Trip Taker

.58

.62

Credit User

.53

.44

Financial Optimist

.43

.56
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demonstrate satisfactory levels of reliability.
ing,

In m a r k e t 

there are currently no rules for assessing the m a g n i 

tude of reliability coefficients
Nunnally

(Peter,

1979).

However,

(1967, p. 226) suggests the following guidelines.

In early stages of research, modest reliability in the range
of

.5 to .6 will suffice.

For basic research,

that increasing reliability beyond

it is argued

.8 is unnecessary because

at that level correlations are attenuated very little by
measurement e r r o r .
It appears that the majority of lifestyle dimensions
used in the dissertation possess acceptable levels of
reliability.

In fact, whe n one considers that the lifestyle

data was collected with multiple methods

(i.e.

telephone and

fa ce-to-face), a type of convergent validation was employed.
That is, obtaining acceptable reliability coefficients
across two methods yields lifestyle factors which appear to
be somewhat free of method artifacts.

However,

the Compul

sive Housekeeper and Credit User dimensions must be inter
preted with caution as they fail to meet the guidelines
established by Nunnally.
The researcher is confident that the single-item
questions

(i.e. demographics and shopping habits) possess

consistency or reliability.

That is, when the day-after

callbacks were made to verify the interview,

the respondents

were again asked several of the same demographic and shop
ping behavior questions that were in the original interview.
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The verification callbacks were all conducted over the
telephone resulting in a different interview method for the
mall intercept respondent.

However,

all of the 150 respon

dents that were retested in the callback gave the same
demographic and shopping behavior responses that they gave
in the first interview.
The reliability of the response quality data collected
in Phase II was analyzed through an assessment of inter
rater reliability and Cronbach's Alpha.

The two raters or

judges independently scored the interview tapes for all of
the parameters of self-disclosure.

Pearson product moment

correlation coefficients were computed between the two
judges on the 82 interviews.
.90 were obtained.

Reliability coefficients of

In addition,

the internal consistency of

the response quality scale was assessed via coefficient
Alpha.
Alpha of

The five measures of response quality generated an
.617.

AN ASSESSMENT OF THE SAMPLE
As the description of the population and sample pr oc e
dure indicates,

the population relevant to the dissertation

is the group of people who reside within the trading area of
Cortana Mall in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

This section of the

dissertation will assess the respondents sampled in both
methods to assure that the two populations are similar and
that they both are within the trade area of Cortana Mall.
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Table 3-8
An Assessment of the Trade Area
of the Population Sampled

Telephone
____________ Prefix____________
Main

(342-346, 381-389)

Mall
Respondents

Telephone
Respondents

CO___________ (%)
14

16

8

11

12

12

10

17

13

8

Istruma (355-359)

7

10

Hooper

5

7

3

4

8

8

Lsu Dorm (334)

1

1

Zachary

1

2

1

1

Bruly (749)

1

1

New Roads

1

1

Rougon (627)

1

1

New Orleans

4

0

Outside Trade Area

5

0

No Phone

1

0

Refused

3

0

D o n 't Know

1

__ 0

Sherwood (272-275)
Woodlawn

(291-293)

Oak Hills

(766, 769)

Goodwood (921-928)

Baker

(261)
(771-778)

Denim Springs

(644, 664-665)

(654)

Livingston

(686)
(638)

100%

100%

Chi Square tests were run on the Primary and Secondary
Trade Area prefixes only.

Chi Square indicates no

significant differences in telephone prefixes between
methods at the

.10 level.
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Trade Area of Population Sampled
As the results of table 3-8 indicate,

the two groups

sampled came from households with similar telephone p r ef ix
es.

That is, both groups--mal! and telephone respondents--

were chosen from a similar geographic area surrounding
Cortana Mall.

The major differences between the two groups

are with the long distance numbers
other long distance prefixes).

(i.e. New Orleans and

Only the primary and secon

dary trade areas of Cortana Mall were chosen as the sample
frame.

The remaining customers or the tertiary trade area

was so large geographically with only a small number of
widely scattered customers that inferences based on that
group would have been inconclusive.

Thus, that area was

eliminated from the telephone sample frame.

In addition,

another 5 percent of the mall respondents either had no
phone, refused to give their number or claimed they did not
know their telephone number.

This additional 5 percent loss

in telephone prefixes for the mall sample was allocated to
the local telephone prefixes

(i.e. Oak Hills, Main,

etc.)

for the telephone sample.
ASSESSMENT OF TRADE AREA
The researcher is confident that the trade area used
for the dissertation closely approximates the true trading
area of Cortana Mall.
patrons'

First, a sample of 305 Cortana Mall

telephone prefixes were used as one basis of the

trade area estimate.

Second,

the area included within these
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prefixes closely approximates the subjective trade area
estimates given by the jury of experts at Cortana Mall.
Finally,

the estimated trade area used in the dissertation

coincides with the trade area literature.

That is, authors

(Mason and Mayer,

1968) have

1981; Brunner and Mason,

indicated that a critical determinant of trade areas is the
driving time required to reach the center.

In fact, Brunner

and Mason (1968) indicated that between 70 percent and 76
percent of a center's patrons reside within 15 minutes
driving time

from the center with 90 percent of a center's

patrons residing twenty to thirty minutes from the center.
Table 3-9 substantiates the retail trade area literature.
That i s , approximately two-thirds of the respondents sur
veyed at the mall and over the telephone reside within 20
minutes of Cortana Mall.

Nearly 90 percent of the respon

dents surveyed reside within 30 minutes driving time from
the center.

In addition, Table 3-10 indicates that the

average driving time to the center for the mall respondents
and telephone respondents does not significantly differ at
the .10 level.

It appears that a valid trade area for

Cortana Mall was delineated with a comparable sample of
driving time

for mall and telephone r es pon d e n t s .

final sample

appears satisfactory for purposes of the

present study.

T h u s , the

•
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Table 3-9
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE TRADE AREA
IN DRIVING TIME TO THE CENTER

Driving Time
to
Cortana Mall
(in Minutes)
5 or less

Mall
Respo n
dents (%)

Cumulative
Time (%)

Telephone
R es pon 
dents (%)

Cumulative
Time (%)

6

6

4

4

15

21

13

17

2

23

2

19

22

45

22

41

1

46

1

42

20

20

66

26

68

25

7

73

9

77

30

11

84

13

90

31 to 60

11

95

5

95

3

98

2

97

2

100

3

100

10
12 to 14
15
16 to 19

Over 60
D o n 't Know

Chi Square indicates no significant differences in
driving time distributions between the two groups at
the .10 level.

Table 3-10
AVERAGE DRIVING TIMES TO CORTANA MALL
OF INDIVIDUALS RESPONDING TO A MALL INTERCEPT
VERSUS A TELEPHONE INTERVIEW

Method

Sample
Size

Average
Driving
Significance
Standard
tTime
Deviation Value
Level

Mall Intercept

304

23.2

Telephone

303

20.6

23.5
18.9

1.54

N.S.
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTER THREE

This chapter began with a conceptualization of the
research topic.

Included in this introduction was a brief

history of data collection methods and a discussion about
the recent trend towards data collection in central loca
tions.

This first section of Chapter III raised the ques

tion pertaining to the quality of data gathered via these
convenient,

central locations.

The second section of

chapter three developed specific research hypotheses.

Next,

the discussion centered around the research methodology as
well as the methodological considerations associated with
the study.

Beginning with a description of the research

p r o c e d u r e , this section then itemized the rationale and
justification for using the telephone as a method of compar
ison to the mall intercept.

Discussion was then given to

the sample design and procedure used in the dissertation.
The last section centered around the reliability and v al id i
ty of the data collection instruments.

Finally,

an assess

ment was made of the trade area utilized in the present
study.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the statistical analyses used in
testing the hypotheses which were formulated in Chapter
Three.

The chapter begins with definitions and clarifica

tions of all variables used in the analysis.

The next

section begins with a brief description of the analysis
procedure and statistical techniques used in the disserta
tion.

The chapter continues with a discussion of the

significant levels used in testing the hypotheses followed
by an explanation of the procedure used to report the
significant findings.

The chapter concludes with the

reporting of the analysis and results of each hypothesis.

VARIABLES USED IN THE ANALYSES
All variables and their definitions will be briefly
described to clarify discussion of the results presented in
the remaining sections of the chapter.
(I)

Independent Variable - the manipulating variable
was the method of data collection.
The two
levels of this variable are the telephone inter
view and the mall intercept interview.

(II)

Dependent Variables - the criterion variables in
the dissertation a r e :
A.

Demographics
1. Age
2.
Income
3.
Education
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B.

Lifestyles
1.
Compulsive Housekeeper
2.
New Store Tryer
3.
Child-Certtered
4.
Sports Spectator
5.
Self-Confident
6.
Sports Participant
7.
Trip Taker
8.
Credit User
9.
Financial Optimist

C.

Shopping Habits
1.
The amount of time (in minutes) spent
shopping per shopping trip.
2.
The number of stores visited per
shopping trip.
3.
Reasons for visiting center.

D.

Refusal Rate
1.
The percentage of respondents who
refuse to cooperate in the survey.

E.

Response Quality - will be assessed by the
parameters of self-disclosure:
1.
Amount or breadth of personal informa
tion disclosed refers to the total
number of words given in response to
each question.
2.
Duration or rate of disclosure refers
to the total amount of time (in
seconds) spent talking per question.
3.
Affective manner of presentation
refers to some affect the respondent
experiences or a verbal response which
describes the respondent in some way.
This parameter will be measured by the
total number of self-references or the
total number of statements which begin
wit h "I" made by the respondents.
4.
Item omission refers to a refusal to
answer one or more questions.
This
will be measured by the total number
of refusals per respondent.
5.
Intimacy of the information revealed
refers to the level of intimacy the
respondent is willing to discuss
during the interview.
This parameter
will be measured by the mean intimacy
value of each respondent.
This
measure will be derived by a Guttmantype scale with values ranging from 1
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to 10, with 1 being low intimacy and 10 being high intimacy.

Analysis Procedure Used in the Dissertation
Based on the methodological nature of the study's
hypotheses it was deemed important to assess the means of
both groups as they pertain to the continuous dependent
variables
As such,

(i.e.

shopping habits, response quality,

etc.).

the majority of the hypotheses required a test of

means between the two methods of data collection.
categorical dependent variables

(i.e. age,

The

income, educa

tion, etc.) were assessed via Chi square analysis.
The interrelationships among the large number of
lifestyle variables between the two groups were analyzed.
An identification of the separate dimensions being measured
by the lifestyle variables was determined.

In addition,

an

investigation was made to see if differences in lifestyle
exist between the two groups.
The reliability of the data was assessed in various
ways.

First, multiple methods of each question were used to

insure reliability of the responses.

Next,

the reliability

of the final number of factors used in the analysis was
assessed.

Finally,

the tape recorded interviews were

analyzed to determine the reliability between the two
judges.
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Statistical Techniques Used to Analyze and
Test the Hypotheses
Selection of the appropriate statistical tests with
respect to the hypotheses was guided by two factors:

(1)

the scaling assumptions of the variables included in the
analysis,

and (2) the type of statistical relationships

assumed.

Consequently,

a test of means,

for those hypotheses which suggested

t Tests were used to assess and' test if the

various hypothesized differences exist.

Chi Square Analysis

was used to test for significant differences between f r e 
quency distributioias when the scaling assumptions were
nominal or categorical.
Factor analysis and t tests were the statistical
technique used to assess the hypothesis concerning the
lifestyles of the two groups.

Differences in lifestyles

were assessed by first factor analyzing all of the responses
to the likert-type lifestyle questions.
were constructed for all respondents.

Next, factor scores
In addition,

t-tests

were conducted between the factor scores of both groups to
determine if significant differences exist.

Finally,

Cronbach's Alpha was calculated to assess the reliability of
each factor.
Pearson product moment correlation coefficients were
computed between the two independent judges on the eightytwo tape recorded interviews in Phase II of the data collec
tion.

These coefficients indicate the degree of reliability

between the scores of the two independent judges.
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Levels of Significance Used in Testing
the Hypotheses
In testing the various hypotheses of the dissertation,
the

.1 level of significance was arbitrarily selected as the

minimum critical value to determine whether or not the
results supported the hypotheses.

The rationale to use the

.1 level as the minimum critical value in all the statis
tical tests rather than the more traditional

.05 level

included the fact that the researcher regarded the risk
factor associated with the .1 level of significance to be
nominal w i t h respect to obtaining insights into this r e l a 
tively unknown area of survey research.

In addition, with

the use of the SAS statistical package all statistical
procedures used to test the various hypotheses had the
capabilities of generating exact significant levels relative
to the relationships specified in the hypotheses.

As such,

knowledge of the exact significance levels made it feasible
to use the

.1 level as the min i m u m cut-off value for which

to accept or reject the stated hypotheses.
decision to use the

Thus, the

.1 level as the m inimum critical value

enhanced the researcher's opportunities to obtain added
insights into this relatively unknown area of survey r e 
search.

Reporting Procedure of the Significant Findings
Although the

.1 level of significance was used as the

critical value for either accepting or rejecting the
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hypotheses of the study, those relationships which supported
the hypotheses at the more traditionally accepted signifi
cant levels of .05 and .01 were also reported in the find
ings.

The rationale behind reporting those relationships

which proved to be significant at the .05 and .01 levels was
to demonstrate, where possible,

the exact probability of

Type I error.

ANALYSES AND THE RESULTS OF THE HYPOTHESES
Introduction
This section of the chapter presents the analyses and
statistical test results of the twelve hypotheses.
hypotheses,

For each

the statistical analysis techniques used to

assess and test the proposed relationships are described.
Then discussion is given to the significant findings.
Hypotheses one through eight were assessed in phase I
of the data collection procedure.

A sample of six hundred

and ten respondents were interviewed over a one-week period
to yield the following results.
Hi:

Mall intercept respondents will tend to be
younger than telephone respondents^

Analysis.

To evaluate and test for support of the

hypothesized relationship between the ages of mall intercept
respondents and telephone respondents,

the ages of both

groups were compared through Chi Square Analysis.

Chi

Square Analysis was used because of the categorical nature
of the data.

Findings.

Table 4-1 presents a summary of the resp o n

dents'

age measures between the two methods of data collec

tion.

Also included in the table is the level of signifi

cance for the hypothesized relationships.
The resulting Chi Squares Analysis indicates an absence
of any significant differences between the ages of mall
intercept respondents and telephone respondents.

That is,

in all categorical measures of age there was no difference
at the

.05 level.

However, Table 4-1 may indicate a trend

in ages between the two groups in the over 55 category.
That is, there were over three times as many respondents in
the over 55 age category interviewed over the telephone as
in the mall intercept method.

Yet,

since this age group

made up only about three percent of the sample,
are not significant.

Thus,

the results

due to the absence of any

significant differences between the ages of the two groups,
the stated hypothesis is rejected.
H2:

hall intercept respondents will tend to have
larger incomes than telephone r e s p o n d e n t s .

Analysis.

To evaluate and test for support of the

hypothesized relationship between the income of mall inter
cept respondents and telephone respondents,

the incomes of

both groups were compared through Chi Square Analysis.

Chi

Square Analysis was used because of the categorical nature
of the data.

It was felt that more data on income could be

collected with a categorical rather than open-ended income

Table 4-1
Ages of Individuals Responding to a Mall Intercept Interview
Versus a Telephone Interview

Method
of
Data
Collection
Mall
Intercept

Telephone

Total

Age of Respondent
18 to 24

25 to 34

95
15.57
31.15
50.00

100
16.39
32.79
49.02

95
15.57
31.15
50.00

104
17.05
34.10
50.98

190
31.15

204
33.44

35 to 44

Total
Over 55

45 to 54
41
6.72
13.44
48.81

4
.06
1.31
25.00

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet.
Col. Pet.

51
8.36
16.72
43.97

43
7.05
14.10
51.19

12
1.97
3.93
75.00

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet.
Col. Pet.

116
19.02

84
13.77

65
10.66
21.31
56.03

.

16
2.62

305

305

610
100.00

Chi Square must be interpreted with caution when cells have expected counts less than 5.
CHI SQUARE

5.816

DEGREES OF FREEDOM

4

PROBABILITY

.21
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question (see Appendix I ) .
Findings.
dents'

Table 4-2 presents a summary of the respon

income measures between the two methods of data

collection.

Also included in the table is the level of

significance for the hypothesized relationship.
The resulting Chi Square Analysis indicates an absence
of any significant differences between the incomes of mall
intercept respondents and telephone respondents.

That is,

in all categorical measures of income there was no differ
ence at the

.10 level.

An interesting observation worth

mentioning is the fact that more telephone respondents
either refused or stated that they did not know their
incomes than those interviewed in the face-to-face mall
intercept.

However,

due to the absence of any significant

differences for income at the

.10 level,

the stated h y p o t h e 

sis is rejected.
H3:

Mall intercept respondents will tend to have
more education than telephone respo n d e n t s .

Analysis.

To evaluate and test for support of the

hypothesized relationship between the level of education of
mall intercept respondents and telephone respondents the
educational level of both groups were compared through Chi
Square Analysis.

Chi Square Analysis was used because of

the categorical nature of the data.
Findings.

Table 4-3 presents a summary of the respon

dents' educational level by method of data collection.

Also

Table 4-2
Incomes of Individuals Responding to a Mall Intercept Interview
Versus a Telephone Interview

INCOME OF RESPONDENTS
METHOD
OF
DATA
COLLECTION

Mall
Intercept

Telephone

Total

$10,000 $20,000 $30,000 $40,000
Less
Over
D o n 't
Refused
than
to
to
to
to
$50,000 Know
$10,000 $20,000 $30,000 $40,000 $50,000

Total

38
6.23
12.46
58.46

52
8.52
17.05
43.70

78
12.79
25.57
55.71

54
8.85
17.70
50.00

26
4.26
8.52
56.52

28
4.59
9.18
45.90

9
1.48
2.95
31.03

17
2.79
5.57
45.95

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet.
Col. Pet.

27
4.43
8.85
41.54

67
10.98
21.97
56.30

62
10.61
20.33
44.29

54
8.85
17.70
50.00

20
3.28
6.56
43.48

33
5.41
10.82
54.10

20
3.28
6.56
68.97

20
3.28
6.56
54.05

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet.
Col. Pet.

65
10.66

119
19.51

140
22,95

108
17.70

45
7.54

61
10.00

29
4.75

37
6.07

CHI SQUARE
DEGREES OF FREEDOM

PROBABILITY

11.389
7

.18

302

302

604
100.00

Table 4-3
Educational Level of Individuals Responding to a
Mall Intercept Interview Versus a Telephone Interview

METHOD
OF DATA
COLLECTION

Mall
Intercept

Telephone

Total

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF RESPONDENT
Some
High School
Less Than
College
Post
Some
College Graduate College
High School High School Graduate

Total

1
.16
.33
16.67

18
2.95
5.90
52.94

88
14.43
28.85
52.07

114
18.69
37.38
50.22

45
7.38
14.75
48.91

39
6.39
12.79
48.15

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet.
Col. Pet.

5
.82
1.64
83.33

16
2.62
5.25
47.06

81
13.28
26.56
47.93

114
18.68
37.38
49.78

47
7.70
15.41
51.09

42
6.89
13.77
51.85

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet.
Col. Pet.

6
.98

34
5.57

169
27.70

228
37.37

81
13.28

92
15.09

305

305

610
100.00

Chi Square must be interpreted with caution when cells have expected counts less than 5.

CHI SQUARE

4.23

DEGREES OF FREEDOM

5

PROBABILITY

.65

00
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included in the table is the level of significance for the
hypothesized relationship.
The resulting Chi Square Analysis indicates an absence
of any significant differences between the educational level
of mall intercept respondents and telephone respondents.
That i s , iii all categorical measures of education there was
no difference at the

.10 level.

Therefore,

the stated

hypothesis is rejected.
In conclusion,

from the above analysis,

there appears

to be no significant demographic differences between t ele
phone respondents and mall intercept respondents.
H4:

Mall intercept respondents will tend to
exhibit lifestyle scores which differ from
telephone respondents' lifestyle scores.

\

Analysis.

To evaluate and test for support of the

hypothesized relationship between the lifestyle scores of
the two groups,

a factor analysis was used.

Factor analysis

was used here because it allows the researcher to analyze
the interrelationships among a large number of variables,
and then explains these variables in terms of their common,
underlying dimensions
Grablowsky,

1979).

(Ilair, Anderson, Tatham and

In addition,

the lifestyle data is

considered interval scaled data which lends itself to factor
analysis.

There were eighteen lifestyle variables given to

610 respondents.

Thus, the general rule of four or five

times as many observations as there are variables is defi
nitely satisfied.

A principal component analysis was
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employed.

The factors were rotated orthogonally with the

VARIMAX procedure.

The number of factors to be extracted

was based on a number of criteria.

The latent root, the

percentage of variance, and the scree test criteria were all
considered.

Initially,

the latent root criterion was used

as a guideline for the first rotation.

The latent root

criterion yielded eight factors with an eigenvalue greater
than one.

Several additional trial runs were conducted

utilizing the scree test criterion {see Figure 4-1) and the
percentage of variance criterion.

The results of the scree

test indicate that the point at which the curve first begins
to straighten out is considered to be the maximum number of
factors to extract.

In this case nine factors would be fhe

maxim u m number to extract.

Beyond nine factors,

too large a

proportion of unique variance would be included in the
analysis.

In addition, going from eight to nine factors

increases the amount of variance explained from 68 percent
to nearly 74 percent.
analysis

Thus, nine factors were used in the

(see Table 4-5).

Factor loadings of

.60 or greater

were considered significant.
Findings.

The results of the factor analysis are

presented in table 4-4.

The nine factors generated are the

same factors that were discovered by Burns and Harrison
(1979).

As previously mentioned in chapter three

(Table

3-7), the majority of the lifestyle variables showed
consistency three years after the Burns and Harrison study.
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Figure 4-1
Scree Test Criterion
for the Extraction of Factors
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Table 4-4
Results for Factor Analysis - Factor Loadings
of All Variables on Each Factor

III
ITEMS________________________________
II
I like to watch or listen to
baseball or football games.
.8028
I usually read the sports page
in the daily paper.
.8128
My children are the most impor
tant thing in my life.
.9042
I try to arrange my home furnish
ings for my children's conve
.9007
nience
I'd like to spend a year in a
foreign city
.8325
I would like to take a trip
.8530
around the world.
I think I have more selfconfidence than most people.
I an more independent than most
people.
I will probably have more money
to spend next year than I have
now.
Five years from now the family
income will probably be a lot
higher
I often try new stores before my
friends and neighbors do.
VJhen I hear about a new store, I
often visit it to see what it's
like.

IV

Factors
V
VI

.8009
.8457

.8255

.8234
8151

.8121

VII

VIII

IX

Table 4-4 (Continued)

ITEMS
It is good to have charge accounts
I like to pay cash for everything
I buy.
I must admit that I really don't
like house cleaning.
I enjoy vacuuming and dusting
the house.
I enjoy participating in sports
like golf or tennis.
I participate in sports activities
regularly.
COEFFICIENT ALPHA

I

11

III

IV

Factors
V
VI

VII VIII
.7671

IX

.8256
.8922
.6140
.8221
.7442
.74

.88

.62

.62

VARIMAX Rotation was used to rotate the factors.

.56

.50

.44

.38

.64
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Table 4-5
LIFESTYLE DIMENSIONS

FACTOR
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX

DIMENSIONS
SPORTS SPECTATOR
CHILD-CENTERED
TRIP TAKER
SELF-CONFIDENT
FINANCIAL OPTIMIST
NEW STORE TRYER
CREDIT USER
COMPULSIVE HOUSEKEEPER
SPORTS PARTICIPANT
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Also included in the table are the Alpha Coefficients
corresponding to each factor.
Hall intercept respondents and telephone respondents
were then compared with respect to their factor scores on
each of the nine factors produced by the factor analysis of
the survey data.

The results of these comparisons are

displayed in Table 4-6.

The two groups were significantly

different in their factor scores on only one factor,
credit user factor.

the

The two groups did not significantly

differ in their factor scores on any of the other lifestyle
dimensions.

It is interesting to note that the two groups

differed only on their views concerning credit.
the factor that includes the items:

That is,

"It is good to have

charge accounts," and "I like to pay cash for everything I
buy."

The mall respondents disagreed more so w i t h the first

statement and agreed more with the second statement than the
telephone respondents.

It appears that those respondents

interviewed while shopping have a more negative view towards
charge accounts than those telephone respondents who are
more removed from the shopping situation.
There appears to be no real lifestyle differences
between the two groups.

That is, the eight factors in which

no differences in lifestyle scores were found include a wide
range of lifestyle dimensions from views on travel,
shopping,

family and children to self-confidence.

the above analysis, H4 is rejected.

sports,
Based on
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Table 4-6
COMPARISON OF FACTOR SCORES FOR MALL INTERCEPT
RESPONDENTS VERSUS TELEPHONE RESPONDENTS

Factor

Mall
Respon
dents

Telephone
Resp o n 
dents

tValue

Significance
Level

SPORTS SPECTATOR

-.0624

.0629

-1.448

.14

CHILD-CENTERED

-.0125 '

.0126

-0.288

.77

TRIP TAKER

-.0487

.0490

-1.127

.26

SELF-CONFIDENT

-.0275

.0277

-0.635

.52

FINANCIAL OPTIMIST

-.0419

.0422

-0.969

.33

NEW STORE TRYER

-.0288

.0289

-0.665

.50

.0835

-.0841

1.940

.05

COMPULSIVE HOUSEKEEPER

-.0191

.0192

-0.441

.65

SPORTS PARTICIPANT

-.0212

.0214

-0.491

.62

CREDIT USER
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H5:

Mall intercept respondents will tend to spend
more time shopping per visit than telephone
respondents.

Analysis.

To evaluate and test for support of the

hypothesized relationship between the amount of time spent
shopping per shopping visit between the two groups, a test
of means was employed.

A one-tailed t test was used because

of the metric or continuous nature of the data.
Findings.

As indicated by Table 4-7, the amount of

time spent shopping per visit differed significantly by type
of respondent.

Persons interviewed in a mall intercept tend

to spend significantly more time shopping per visit than
those subjects interviewed over the telephone.

The mean

shopping times for mall and telephone respondents were 2.53
and 2.03 hours,

respectively.

The standard deviations were

1.42 hours for the mall intercept respondents and 1.41 hours
for the telephone respondents.

Results of the one-tailed t

test show the differences to be significant at the
level.

.0001

These results indicate that the two groups of

respondents differ in the amount of time they spend shop
ping.

Therefore, H5 is accepted.
II6 :

Mall intercept respondents will tend to visit
more stores per visit than telephone r e spon
dents .

Analysis.

To evaluate and test for support of the

hypothesized relationship of the number of stores visited
per shopping visit between the two groups, a test of means
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Table 4-7
AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT SHOPPING PER VISIT
OF INDIVIDUALS RESPONDING TO A
MALL INTERCEPT VERSUS A TELEPHONE INTERVIEW
(one-tailed t-test)

Method

Mean
Shopping
Sample
Standard
tTime
Significance
Size
Deviation Value
(Hours)
Level

Mall Intercept

304

2.53

1.42

Telephone

304

2.03

1.41

4.35

.0001
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was employed.

A one-tailed t test was used because of the

continuous nature of the data.
Findings.

As indicated by Table 4-8, the number of

stores visited per shopping visit differed significantly by
type of respondent.

Persons interviewed in a mall intercept

interview tend to visit more stores per visit than those
subjects interviewed over the telephone.

The mean number of

stores visited per shopping trip for mall intercept and
telephone respondents were 7.68 and 5.54 stores, respective
ly.

The standard deviations were 9.05 stores for the mall

intercept respondents and 5.56 stores for the telephone
respondents.

These results indicate that the two groups of

respondents differ in the number of stores they visit per
shopping trip.
H7:

Therefore, H6 is accepted.

Hall intercept respondents will tend to have
different reasons for visiting shopping
centers than telephone respo n d e n t s .

Analysis.

To evaluate and test for support of the

hypothesized relationship between the mall intercept resp on
dents'

reasons for visiting shopping centers and the t e l e 

phone respondents'

reasons for visiting shopping centers,

both groups were compared through Chi Square Analysis.

Chi

Square Analysis was used because of the categorical nature
of the data.
Findings.
dents'

Table 4-9 presents a summary of the respon

reasons for visiting shopping centers by method of

data collection.

Also included in the table is the level of
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Tabic 4-8
MEAN NUMBER OF STORES VISITED PER SHOPPING TRIP
OF INDIVIDUALS RESPONDING TO A MALL INTERCEPT
VERSUS A TELEPHONE INTERVIEW
(one-tailed t-test)

Method

Mean
Number of
Sample
Standard
tSignificance
Stores
Size
Level
Visited Deviation Value

Mall Intercept

304

7.68

7.05

Telephone

304

5.54

5.56

4.17

.0001

Table 4-9
THE REASONS FOR VISITING SHOPPING CENTERS OF INDIVIDUALS RESPONDING
TO A l-IALL INTERCEPT AND A TELEPHONE INTERVIEW
Reasons for Visiting Shopping Centers
METHOD
OF DATA
COLLECTION

SHOP

EAT

GO TO
A MOVIE

GET OUT
OF HOUSE

OTHER

DO NOT
VISIT
CENTERS

MALL
INTERCEPT

209
34.26
68.52
46.55

9
1.48
2.95
90.00

3
.49
.98
50.00

31
5.08
10.16
73.81

46
7.54
15.08
62.16

0
.00
0.00
00.00

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet.
Col. Pet.

298

TELEPHONE

240
39.34
78.69
53.45

1
.16
.33
10.00

3
.49
.98
50.00

11
1.80
3.61
26.19

28
4.59
9.18
37.84

20
3.28
6.56
76.92

Frequency
Percent
Row Pet.
Col. Pet.

303

TOTAL

449
74.71

10
1.66

6
.99

42
6.99

74
12.31

20
3.32

601
100.00

Chi Square must be interpreted with caution when cells have expected counts less than 5.
CHI SQUARE

30.31

DEGREES OF FREEDOM

5

SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL

.0001

\o

vD
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significance for the stated hypothesis.
The resulting Chi Square Analysis indicates significant
differences in the reasons for visiting shopping centers
between the two groups of respondents at the

.0001 level.

There appears to be several explanations for the
significant findings.

First,

subjects interviewed over the

telephone emphasized shopping nore than the mall intercept
respondents as their primary reason for visiting shopping
centers.

Second, mall intercept respondents tended to give

a wider variety of reasons for visiting shopping centers.
For example,

to get out of the house or to eat at a restau

rant were reasons for visiting shopping centers often cited
by mall respondents.

Third, respondents were free to give

reasons for visiting shopping centers other than those that
were mentioned by the interviewer.

Persons interviewed in

the mall tended to give more responses in this "other"
category.

These responses included to meet a friend,

"window shop," to socialize,

etc.

to

Thus, a number of people

appear to treat a visit to the shopping center as a social
e v e n t , and this thought was more prevalent among the mall
intercept respondents.

Finally,

the differences can be

explained by the mere fact that nearly 7 percent of the
telephone respondents never visit shopping centers.
In conclusion,

from the above analysis,

there appear to

be significant differences in reasons for visiting shopping
centers between the two groups of respondents.

Therefore,
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H7 is accepted.
H8;

VJhen mall intercept interviewing is employed,
the refusal rate or percentage refused will
tend to be less than whe n telephone inter
viewing is e m p l o y e d .

Analysis.

To evaluate and test for support of the

hypothesized relationship between the two groups'
rates or percentage refused,
conducted.

refusal

a test of proportions was

A one-tailed test of proportions utilizing a
T

Z-statistic was employed to determine if the two groups
differed in percentage of respondents refusing to par t i c i 
pate m

the survey.

Findings.

As presented in table 4-10,

there appears to

be a major difference between the refusal rates associated
with each method.

The percentage refused for mall and

telephone interviews in Phase I was 26 and 37, respectively.
In addition,

consistently similar refusal rates were o b 

tained in Phase II of the data collection (see Table 4-10).
As indicated by Table 4-11, the refusal rate signifi
cantly differs by interviewing method at the .10 level.
Persons interviewed in the face-to-face, mall intercept
method tend to be more compliant than those interviewed over
the telephone.

Perhaps it is the face-to-face contact that

reduces respondent suspicion and thus increases the response
rate of the mall intercept.

Therefore, based on the above

findings, H8 is accepted.
The response quality hypotheses

(i.e. H9-H12) were

assessed in phase II of the data collection procedure.

A

Table A -10
REFUSALS PER INTERVIEVJER BY METHOD

PHASE I
Interviewer
1
2
3
A
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
1A
Total Refusals
Percentage Refused

Mali Refusals

Telephone Refusals

9
7
8
A
19
8
1A
8
10
3
3
1
12
A

12
13
11
18
17
6
18
32
11
8
5
9
12
8

110

180

26

37

PHASE II
Interviewer

Mall Refusals

Telephone Refusals

5
8

10
1A

Total Refusals

13

2A

Percentage Refused

25

35

1
2
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Table 4-11
REFUSAL RATES BY METHOD OF INTERVIEWING
(one-tailed t test)

Method

Sample
Size

Percentage
Refused

Mall Intercept

415

26

Telephone

485

37

Z-Value
3.12

Significance
Level
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sample of eighty-two respondents participated in taped
recorded interviews to yield the following results.
119;

When mall intercept interviewing is employed,
the total number of words per response will
tend to be greater than whe n telephone
interviewing is e m p l o y e d .

Analysis.

To evaluate and test for support of the

hypothesized relationship between the two groups'
self-disclosure, a test of means was employed.

amount of

A one-tailed

t test was used because of the continuous nature of the
data.
Findings.

As indicated by Table 4-12, there appears to

be an absence of any significant difference for the mean
number of words given per response between the two groups.
The method of interviewing does not seem to have any influ
ence on this parameter of self-disclosure.

Thus,

due to the

absence of any significant differences between the two
groups,

the stated hypothesis is rejected.

H 1 0 : When mall intercept interviewing is employed,
the time Tin seconds) spent talking per
response will tend to be greater than when
telephone interviewing is e m p l o y e d .
Analysis.

To evaluate and test for support of the

hypothesized relationship between the two groups'

talking

time per response, a test of means was employed.

A one

tailed t-test was used because of the continuous nature of
the data.
Findings.

As indicated by Table 4-13,

the amount of

time spent talking per response significantly differs by
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Table 4-12
MEAN NUMBER OF WORDS PER RESPONSE
BY TYPE OF RESPONDENT
(one-tailed t test)

Method

Mean
Number of
Sample Words Per Standard
tSignificance
Size Response
Deviation Value
Level

Mall Intercept

39

150.1

88.1

Telephone

43

158.9

88.7

-.45

N.S.
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Table 4-13
MEAN NUMBER OF SECONDS PER RESPONSE
BY TYPE OF RESPONDENT
(one-tailed t test)

Method

Mean
t
Number of
Seconds
tSample
Standard
Significance
Per
Size
Deviation Value
Level
Response

Mall Intercept

39

64.2

41.1

Telephone

43

50.8

35.7

1.59

.10
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interviewing method at the
in the face-to-face, mall

.10 level.

Persons interviewed

intercept method tended to talk a

little slower and were not in as much of a hurry to finish
the interview as were the telephone respondents.

Again,

perhaps it is the respondent suspicion associated with the
telephone interview that causes that group of respondents to
hurry and finish the interview.

However, based on the above

findings, H10 is accepted.
1111:

When mall intercept interviewing is employed,
the number ol self-references will tend to be
greater than when telephone interviewing is
employed.
'

Analysis.

To evaluate and test for support of the

hypothesized relationship of the number of self-references
given per response between the two groups,
was employed.

a test of means

A one-tailed t test was used because of the

continuous nature of the data.
Findings.

As indicated by Table 4-14,

there appears to

be an absence of any significant difference for the mean
number of self-references between the two groups.

The

method of interviewing does not seem to have any influence
on this parameter of self-disclosure.

Therefore, due to the

lack of significant differences between the two groups,
stated hypothesis is rejected.
H12:

When mall intercept interviewing is employed,
item omission, as measured by the average
number of questions unanswered per r e spon
dent , will tend to be less than whe n tele
phone interviewing is e m p l o y e d .

the
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Table 4-14
MEAN NUMBER OF SELF-REFERENCES PER RESPONSE
BY TYPE OF RESPONDENT
(one-tailed t test)

Method

Mean
Number ot
Significance
Sample
Self
Standard
tLevel
Size References Deviation Value

Mall Intercept

39

16,8

Telephone

43

16.2

11.1

.25

N.S.
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Analysis.

To evaluate and test for support of the

hypothesized relationship of the item omission rate per
respondent between the two groups, a test of means was
employed.

A one-tailed t test was used because of the

continuous nature of the data.
Fi n d i n g s .

As indicated by Table 4-15, the item omi s 

sion rate significantly differs by interviewing method at
the

.001 level.

Persons interviewed over the telephone

appeared a little more hesitant to answer some of the more
sensitive questions.

In addition,

it appeared that tele

phone respondents had a much easier time in refusing to
answer questions than the subjects interviewed via the
face-to-face, mall intercept method.

Thus, based on the

above findings, H12 is accepted.
Further investigation

was made into the item omission

or sensitivity-related hypothesis by developing an intimacy
score for each group of respondents.

That is, a Guttman-

type scaling approach was used to gain some insight into the
intensity of intimacy expressed by respondents in each
method.

The ten open-ended sensitive questions were asked

in the order from least sensitive

(1.307)

to most sensitive

(8.75) based on the 0-10 point scale developed by Altman and
Taylor

(1967).

Respondents were given an intimacy score

based on the level of intimacy associated wi t h the question
they answered last.

Mean intimacy scores were computed for

each group of respon de nts .
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Table 4-15
ITEM OMISSION RATE BY TYPE OF RESPONDENT
(one-tailed t test)

Method

Item
Sample Omission Standard
Rate
Size
Deviation

Mall Intercept

39

.03

.16

Telephone

43

.36

.60

tSignificance
Value
Level
-3.48

.001
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The results presented in Table 4-16 further substanti
ate the fact that persons interviewed in a face-to-face
method will tend to disclose more sensitive information
about themselves in an interview situation than those
subjects interviewed over the telephone.

The mean intimacy

scores for the mall intercept and telephone respondents were
8.52 and 8.16, respectively.
icant at the

These differences were signif

.03 level.

A possibility definitely exists where the dependent
variables that make up response quality are highly corre
lated.

Thus, a test was conducted to investigate the

correlation between the continuous dependent variables in
Phase II of the dissertation.

The correlation matrix for

the response quality variables is presented in Table 4-17.
The dependent measures number of w o r d s , number of seconds
and number of personal pronouns are highly correlated with
each other.

A multiple analysis of variance

(MANOVA) was

run to determine the effect method of data collection has on
all response quality measures looked at simultaneously.

A

llANOVA was necessary due to the high degree of correlation
between dependent measures.
The results of the multiple analysis of variance
indicate a significant difference in response quality due to
method of data collection.

Again, response quality was

significantly related to the method of data collection.
Wilk's Lambda statistic for the effect of method of data

The
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Table 4-16
MEAN INTIMACY SCORES BY TYPE OF RESPONDENT
(one-tailed t-test)

Method

Mean
Sample Intimacy Standard
Score Deviation
Size

Mall Intercept

39

8.52

.36

Telephone

43

8.16

.97

tSignificance
Value
Level
2.28

.01
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Table 4-17
CORRELATION BETWEEN
CONTINUOUS DEPENDENT VARIABLES
Correlation Matrix

Words
Words

Seconds

Personal
Pronouns

Refusal
Rate

1.00

Seconds

.92

1.00

Personal
Pronouns

.94

.88

1.00

-.04

-.09

-.04

1.00

.14

.16

.11

-.54

Refusal
Rate
Intimacy
Score

Intimacy
Score

1.00
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collection is .675 with an approximate F=12.65 at the .0001
level of significance.

SUMMARY OF THE HYPOTHESES' FINDINGS
D e m ogr ap hic s.

The Chi Square Analyses pertaining to

the demographic variables demonstrated an absence of any
significant differences between the ages,
educational levels of the two groups.
through three were rejected,

incomes, and

Hypotheses one

concluding that, at least in

this isolated study, telephone and mall intercept respon
dents from the same geographic area possess similar d emo
graphic characteristics.
Lifestyles.

Tests of mean values of respondents'

lifestyle scores demonstrated a lack of significant differ
ences in eight of the nine lifestyle dimensions between the
two groups of respondents.

The only significant lifestyle

difference between the two groups was related to attitudes
on credit.

Mall respondents had a more negative attitude

towards credit than those subjects interviewed over the
telephone.
sports,
groups.

Lifestyle variables pertaining to children,

travel,

shopping,

etc. were viewed similarly by both

Hypothesis four can be rejected,

concluding that,

at least in this isolated study, telephone and mall inter
cept respondents from the same geographic area possess
similar lifestyle characteristics.
Shopping B e h a v i o r .
dents'

Tests of mean values of respon

shopping time and of number of stores visited per
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shopping trip demonstrated at the

.0001 level the existence

of differences in shopping behavior between the two groups.
More specifically,

subjects interviewed in the mall tend to

spend more time shopping per shopping trip, as well as to
visit more stores per trip than the typical telephone
respondent.

As such,

it was concluded that data results

supported hypotheses five and six for these differences in
shopping behavior.
The Chi Square Analysis pertaining to reasons why
subjects visit a shopping center demonstrated at the .0001
level the existence of different reasons for visiting
shopping centers between the two groups.

More specifically,

subjects interviewed over the telephone gave the response
"to shop" as being the reason why they go to shopping
centers as opposed to the mall intercept respondents who
gave a wider variety of reasons

(i.e. to eat, meet a friend,

etc.) as to why they visit shopping center.

As such,

it was

concluded that data results supported hypothesis seven for
these different reasons for visiting shopping centers.
Therefore, based on the data results, hypotheses five
through seven were accepted,

concluding that, at least in

this isolated study, telephone and mall intercept respon
dents from the same geographic area tend to exhibit differeiices in shopping behavior.
Refusal R a t e s .

A test of proportions of respondents

refusal rates demonstrated at the

.10 level the existence of
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differences in the refusal rate of the two m e t h o d s .
specifically,

More

the face-to-face mall intercept method had

significantly fewer refusals to participate in the survey
than the telephone method.

Hypothesis eight was accepted,

concluding that the mall intercept and telephone methods
significantly differed in refusal rates.
Response Q u a l i t y .

The results were mixed concerning

the parameters of self-disclosure between the two groups.
That is, tests of means of the total number of words per
response

(119) and of the number of self-references per

response

(1111) demonstrated an absence of any significant

differences between the two groups.

Mall intercept and

telephone respondents showed no major differences in terms
of the number of words or number of self-references
given during the interview.

However,

("I's")

differences were

discovered between the two groups pertaining to the talking
time and item omission parameters of self-disclosure.

More

specifically, persons interviewed in the mall spent more
time talking during the interview as well as refusing to
answer fewer questions than the telephone respondent.
it appears that when asking sensitive questions,

Thus,

the quality

of response tends to be better in the face-to-face situation
than over the telephone.
The findings of each hypothesis are summarized in Table

4-18.
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Table 4-18
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

HYPOTHESES--PHASE I

FINDINGS

HI:
Mall intercept respondents No significant differwill be younger than
ences between methods
telephone respondents.
at .10 level.
H2 :
Mall intercept respondents No significant differwill have larger incomes
ences between methods
than telephone responat .10 level,
de n t s .
H3:
Mall intercept respondents No significant differwill have more education
ences between methods
than telephone responat .10 level,
dents.

DECISION

Reject HI

Reject H2

Reject H3

H4:
Mall intercept respondents No significant differReject H4
will exhibit lifestyle
ences on eight of the
scores which differ from
nine lifestyle dimensions,
telephone respondents'
lifestyle scores.
H5:
Mall intercept respondents
will tend to spend more
time shopping per visit
than telephone respondents.

Mall intercept respondents tend to spend
more time shopping per
visit than telephone
respondents.

H6:
Mall intercept respondents
will tend to visit more
stores per visit than
telephone respondents.

Mall intercept responAccept H6
dents tend to visit more
stores per visit than
telephone respondents.

H7:
Mall intercept respondents
will tend to have different reasons for visiting
shopping centers than
telephone respondents.

Mall intercept respondents tend to have more
reasons for visiting
shopping centers than
telephone respondents.

Accept H5

Accept H7
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Table 4-18 (Continued)

H8:
When mall intercept interviewing is employed, the
refusal rate or percent
age refused will be less
than wheia telephone inter
viewing is employed.

Mall intercept method Accept H8
tends to have a smaller
refusal rate than tele
phone method.

HYPOTHESES--PHASE II
H9:
When mall intercept inter- No significant differ- Reject H9
viewing is employed, the
ences between methods
total number of words per
at .10 level,
response will be greater
than when telephone inter
viewing is employed.
H10:
When mall intercept inter viewing is employed, the
time spent talking per
response will be greater
when telephone interview
ing is employed.

Mall intercept interAccept 1110
viewing tends to yield
more talking time per
response than telephone
in te rviewing.

Hll:
When mall intercept inter- No significant differ- Reject Hll
viewing is employed, the
ences between methods
number of self-references
at .10 level,
will be greater than when
telephone interviewing is
employed.
HI 2:
Accept H12
When mall intercept inter - The item omission
rate was lower for mall
viewing is employed,
intercept method.
item omission will be
less than when telephone
interviewing is employed.
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTER FOUR
This chapter presented the statistical analyses of the
data associated with the testable hypotheses which were
formulated in this research study.

The rationale behind the

choice of the statistical technique used to test the h ypo th
eses were described and the findings were presented.
The results of the data showed no significant differ
ences i n ’the demographic and lifestyle variables tested
between the two groups.

There was no empirical support for

hypotheses one through four, concluding that subjects from
the same geographic area will possess similar demographic
and lifestyle characteristics no matter what method of
interviewing is employed.

However, empirical support was

given to the notions of shopping behavior and refusal rates
differing between methods.

Kali intercept respondents tend

to be more involved shoppers,

spending more time and vi s i t 

ing more stores per visit than those subjects interviewed
over the telephone.

In addition,

support was given to the

notion that it is m uch easier to refuse to participate in a
survey over the telephone than in a face-to-face meeting as
refusal rates were significantly higher with the telephone
method.

Furthermore,

the results of the data indicate that

self-disclosure of sensitive information is greater in a
face-to-face, mall intercept method than it is with
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telephone interviewing.

More specifically, refusals to

answer sensitive questions occurred less frequently in the
mall intercept.

However,

self-disclosure, as measured by

number of words or number of self-references per respondent,
did not significantly differ by method.
More specific discussions on the findings and their
implications will be presented in the next chapter.

CHAPTER V
RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS AMD IMPLICATIONS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents a discussion of the research
conclusions which can be drawn from investigating the mall
intercept method in comparison to the telephone method of
data collection.
tions .

The chapter is divided into seven sec

The first section presents a brief overview of the

research objectives as well as the research questions
addressed in the study.

Included in this section is an

overview of the methodologies used in the various investiga
tions.

The second section discusses the implications of the

findings for each of the hypotheses.

The next section

presents a discussion of the study's limitations and their
effects on the generalizability of the results.

The fourth

section presents summary comments on each of the research
questions involved in the study.

Next, research contribu

tions are delineated followed by the possible applications
of the study's findings.

The final section of the chapter

presents future research considerations for the mall inter
cept and survey research.
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ASSESSING THE MALL INTERCEPT AS A MEANS
OF DATA COLLECTION:
AN OVERVIEW

Support has

been given to the fact that the mall

intercept is a rapidly growing method of data collection and
information on this method can be of great value to market
researchers.

Although a few efforts have been made calling

for research in the area,

little progress has been made in

empirically testing the quality of
generates.

the data that this method

As a consequence, market researchers are in

creasingly using this method with little empirical insight
as to the quality of the data that they are using in their
decision making.

The lack of empirical research has raised

questions regarding the appropriateness of the mall inter
cept as a method of data collection.
More specifically,

the dissertation addressed the

following research questions:
1.

Do mall intercept and telephone respondents possess
similar demographic characteristics?

2.

Do mall intercept and telephone respondents possess
similar lifestyle characteristics?

3.

Do mall intercept and telephone respondents possess
similar shopping habits?

4.

What impact does the method of data collection have
on the nonresponse rate?

5.

What impact does the method of data collection have
on the quality of the data?

The methodology used in this study to address the
research questions was exploratory in nature.

The research

design involved studying subjects from the primary and
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secondary trade areas of Cortana Mall in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana.

One group of subjects was interviewed via the

mall intercept and the second group over the telephone.
Data was collected in two phases.

Phase I of the data

collection addressed those research questions pertaining to
demographics,

lifestyles,

shopping habits and response rate.

Phase II of the data collection specifically addressed the
response quality questions.

The instrument used to collect

the data necessary for Phase I of the study was a question
naire which included measurement methods with capabilities
of assessing the subjects'

demographic and lifestyle charac

teristics as well as their shopping behavior.
refusals for both groups was also investigated.

The number of
The instru

ment used to collect the data necessary for Phase II of the
study was a questionnaire which included open-ended qu e s 
tions with capabilities of assessing the parameters of
self-disclosure of the two groups.
Phase IX were tape recorded.

All of the interviews in

In both phases of data collec

tion, the identical questions were asked of both groups.

A

quota sample was used in both phases of data collection in
order to simulate a mall intercept's sample design.

Fi n a l 

ly, the data was analyzed and tested for the existence of
the hypothesized relationships through selected data analy
sis methods.

The specific data analysis methods were

determined on the basis of the scaling assumptions of the
various data.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS

This section of the chapter presents the implications
that can be derived from the test results of each of the
stated hypotheses.

However,

discussion of the implications

will be presented by the various areas of investigation
(i.e. demographics,

lifestyles,

shopping habits, etc.),

rather than individual discussion of each specific hypo the 
sis .
i

Implications of the Findings for the
Hypotheses Concerning Demographics
On the basis of the results of the statistical tests,
one would have to conclude that the hypotheses related to
demographics

(H1-H3) are not supported.

That is, the age,

income and educational level of the respondents did not
significantly differ by method of interviewing.

Thus,

if

one were interested in interviewing subjects in a geographic
area where the subjects are accessible either by telephone
or a regional shopping center,

then either method would

yield respondents that are similar in demographic character
istics.

Based on the dissertation’s findings, one can

conclude that the mall intercept method does not yield
respondents which demographically differ from the more
common telephone method.

The mall intercept is a viable

data collection technique when considering the demographic
characteristics of its respondents.
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Implications of the Findings of the
Shopping Habits Hypotheses
On the basis of the results of the statistical tests,
one would have to conclude that the hypotheses related to
shopping habits are supported.

Significant differences were

found between the two groups concerning amount of time spent
shopping per visit, number of stores visited per visit,
reasons for visiting shopping centers.

and

In general, mall

intercept respondents tend to be more involved in their
shopping.

That is, mall intercept respondents reported

spending more time shopping per visit, visiting more stores
per visit, and having more reasons for visiting shopping
centers than telephone respondents.

Thus,

the first major

difference between the two groups concerns their shopping
habits.

However,

these results raise suspicions as to the

situational influences on the shopping habit variables.

The

mall intercept respondents are in the shopping environment
during their interview while the telephone respondents are
interviewed at home.

Further research is required to

investigate the situational influences that may be affecting
the mall intercept respondents.
Implications of the Findings for the
Refusal Rate hypothesis
On the basis of the results of the statistical tests,
one would have to conclude that the hypothesis related to
the refusal rate is supported.

Significant differences were

found in both phases of data collection between the two
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groups'

refusal rate.

Subjects interviewed in the face-to-

face, mall intercept method were more compliant to the
interviewer's request for participation in the survey than
were the telephone respondents.-

More total subjects had to

be contacted over the telephone than in the mall intercept
in order to fill the quota of the sample.

Thus,

it becomes

even more convenient to conduct a mall intercept considering
the total number of approaches needed and the noncontact
rate associated with telephone interviewing.

In addition,

based on the results of the demographic and lifestyle
hypotheses, one can conclude

that mall intercept respondents

are similar in demographics and lifestyles to telephone
respondents, yet are more compliant in responding to a
survey.
Implications of the Findings for the
Response Quality Hypotheses
The findings tend to empirically show that quality of
response is better in the face-to-face, mall intercept
method.

Two of the four response quality hypotheses were

supported in favor of the mall intercept method.

The other

two response quality hypotheses showed no significant
differences between the two methods.

First,

there were no

significant differences between methods in number of words
spoken per response or in the number of self-references
given per response.

These results provide experimental

confirmation for the findings of Janofsky's

(1971)
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investigation.

However,

there is a slight difference

between studies in that Janofsky compared telephone and
door-to-door interviewing as opposed to the present study's
comparison of telephone versus the mall intercept interview.
The Janofsky

(1971) investigation showed no statistically

significant differences in the mean number of interviewees'
total self-references.

The results indicate that in inter

views between strangers,

interviewees are equally willing to

talk about themselves and express their feelings in face-toface as in telephone interviews.

Market researchers can

choose the method that's more convenient or cheaper for them
as the dissertation's findings show no major differences in
these two parameters of self-disclosure between the tele
phone and mall intercept.
Second, the findings provide empirical evidence that
the mall intercept has advantages over the telephone method.
The findings have demonstrated that significant differences
did exist between the two groups in two of the four p arame
ters of self-disclosure.
method spent more time

Respondents in the mall intercept

(in seconds)

talking per response and

had fewer item omissions than the respondents in the tele
phone method.

These results provide experimental confirma

tion for the findings of several other related investiga
tions

(Oakes 1954; Sudman and Ferber 1974; Rogers 1976;

Telser 1976; Herman 1977; Siemiatychi 1979; Groves 1979;
Jordan, Marcus and Reeder 1980).

Again,

these studies did

12a

compare the telephone to door-to-door interviewing on the
item omission rate and number of brands mentioned, number of
attributes listed,

etc., however,

studies do support each other.

the results of both

The results indicate that

mall intercept respondents are putting more time and effort
in their responses and answering more sensitive questions
than the telephone respondents.

The implications from these

findings can prove to be beneficial to the market research
er.

That is, the mall intercept method is a cheaper, more

convenient method of collecting data, yet it is equal to the
telephone in two of the parameters of self-disclosure and
surpasses the telephone method in the other two parameters.
It appears that the mall intercept generates better quality
data, as measured by the parameters of self-disclosure, than
the telephone method.

LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
The first limitation focuses on the fact that the
entire study was conducted in only one shopping center and
in only one metropolitan area located in the southeastern
portion of the United States.

The author recommends that

the critics of the present study must keep in mind several
important factors relative to the study's research objec
tives.

The first consideration focuses on the fact that

this research is the only known study to empirically inves
tigate the mall intercept method of data collection.

As

such, this study should be viewed as exploratory in nature.
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Thus,

it was critical to try to prevent as many potential

extraneous biases from entering the study as possible.

The

author felt that, due to the exploratory nature of the
study,

it would be better to conduct the study in one area

that could be closely monitored than to collect data in
other areas of the country without supervision.

Second,

it

should also be realized that this study was the first survey
research endeavor to attempt to operationalize response
quality.

As a consequence,

was necessarily limited.

the design of the dissertation

However,

the shopping center used

in the dissertation is a regional center with a trade area
encompassing as many as eight to ten Parishes.

The regional

nature of the shopping center could possibly make the study
more representative than the author implies.
A second major limitation of the dissertation centers
around methodological tactics.

A few of the tactics associ

ated with the research methodology were sacrificed due to
the constraints of cost and time.

For example,

the r e 

searcher would have preferred to use professional inter
viewers to collect the data.

Obviously,

it was the cost

constraint that dictated the use of student interviewers.
However,

as an attempt to alleviate this problem,

the

student interviewers were given a presentation by p rof es 
sional trainers and were shown a film on the interviewing
process.

The researcher feels confident that the interview

ers did a competent job of collecting the data.
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Additionally,

it was discovered that professional data

collectors such as NGL Research,

Inc. and Robert Miller and

Associates use the same type of individuals

(i.e. college

and high school students) to interview respondents.
Another limiting factor associated with the study was
the choice of data collection methods to use in comparison
to the mall intercept.

In this instance, cost and time

constraints dictated the use of only one method--the telephone--to act as a means of comparison with the mall inter
cept.

Ideally,

one other method
design.

it would have been preferred to use at least
(mail or door-to-door)

in the research

As a consequence of the time and cost constraints,

the design of this research may have beerr limited.
In view of the overall constraints and the exploratory
nature of the study, the researcher believes the research
design used yielded acceptable data concerning the assess
ment of the mall intercept.

While these limitations do

impede the overall generalizability of the f ind i n g s , the
researcher strongly believes that the results are valuable
to all marketing researchers.

SUMMARY COMMENTS ON THE RESEARCH FINDINGS

This section provides some summary thought on the
findings of the study.

Although the reported findings would

have to be described as somewhat tentative due to the
exploratory nature of the research design,

the empirical
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evidence presented can give marketing researchers meaningful
insights into this relatively unexplored area of survey
research.

The findings of the study indicate that the mall

intercept is a viable method of data collection.

Throughout

the years there has been an implicit assumption that because
of the nonprobability nature of the mall intercept,

it would

not yield results which were comparable to other methods of
data collection.

The results of this study prove that the

mall intercept is comparable to a more probability-oriented
type of data collection method such as the telephone.
Empirical support was given to the fact that respondents of
the mall intercept and telephone methods are very similar in
demographic and lifestyle characteristics.

In addition,

the

mall intercept proved to have a lower nonresponse rate than
the telephone method.

Support was also given to the fact

that the mall intercept yields better overall quality data
than the telephone method.

Assessing response quality via

the theory of self-disclosure indicated that the face-toface method was similar to the telephone in two of the four
parameters of self-disclosure.

However,

in the other two

parameters, mall intercept respondents showed a greater
degree of self-disclosure than telephone respondents.

A

finding with strong implications to the marketing researcher
is the fact that mall intercept respondents answered more
intimate questions and thus had fewer item omissions than
telephone respondents.
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The findings of the dissertation did indicate a b e h a v 
ioral difference between the two groups concerning shopping.
That is, mall intercept respondents tend to be more involved
in shopping by spending more time and by visiting more
stores than the telephone respondents.

Implications to

marketing researchers here include the fact that mall
intercept respondents tend to be heavy users of shopping
centers in comparison to telephone respondents.
choosing a method of interviewing,

Thus, when

the marketing researcher

should not only realise the similarities in demographics and
lifestyles of the two groups but also be aware of the
differences in shopping behavior between the two g r o u p s .
Therefore,

it should be the research objectives of the study

that determine whether or not the differences in shopping
behavior at shopping centers will dictate the use of one
method over the other.
In conclusion, research findings appear to indicate
that the mall intercept may in fact be a better method than
the telephone for collecting data.

Again, due to the

exploratory nature of the study, one must interpret the
findings with caution.

but, based on the research,

the mall

intercept is accessible to respondents who are very similar
in demographics and lifestyles to respondents who partici
pate in the more probabilistic telephone method.
with both methods yielding similar respondents,

Yet, even
it's the

mall intercept that gathers better quality data from its
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respondents.

In addition,

this better quality data can be

collected much easier and quicker due to the mall inter
cept 's central location and its lower nonresponse rate.
Support is definitely given to the fact that the mall
intercept offers the market researcher a data collection
technique which is convenient,

quick, and relatively inex

pensive while producing data which possesses a good degree
of response quality.

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS

In spite of the fact that this research was explorato
ry, the study does provide new insights into several concep
tual, theoretical,

and methodological considerations.

assessing the overall value of the dissertation,

In

it is

apparent that the research provides several meaningful
contributions to the area of marketing survey research.

Conceptual Contributions
The dissertation made an attempt to conceptualize an
area of marketing that needs to be better conceptualized.
This relatively new data collection technique known as the
mall intercept was conceptualized by tracing the development
of the shopping center through history.
perspective,

From a retailing

the shopping center has adapted to the changes

in the population as well as to the movement of the p opula
tion.

Thus, with its historical emphasis on serving a

large*, diversified group of people,

the shopping center
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represents a logical alternative for data collection.
Consequently,

this study demonstrates empirical evidence

that is supportive of this conceptualization.

Theoretical and Methodological Contributions
From a theoretical standpoint,

the dissertation p r o 

vides survey researchers with a theoretical operationaliza
tion of response quality.

As delineated in early chapters,

there appears to be no real consensus as to the nature of
response quality.

The dissertation research borrowed the

theory of self-disclosure from social psychology in an
attempt to operationalize response quality and to crystalize
this concept for future survey research endeavors.
quently,

Conse

the dissertation is a methodological study which

heavily utilizes a social psychological theory in the
development of its research hypotheses pertaining to one of
the study's dependent variables.

In this instance,

the

dissertation not only applies a social psychological theory
to develop dependent variables, but investigates dependent
variables which survey researchers have neglected over the
years.

That is, instead of continuing the survey research

tradition of studying influences of response rates,

this

study expands the body of knowledge in the survey research
area by investigating additional dependent variables.
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RESEARCH APPLICATIONS
The value of any type of marketing research investiga
tion can be assessed by the degree to which meaningful
applications can be derived from the results.
results of this study,

Based on the

it appears that managerial as well as

theoretical applications do exist.

Managerial Applications
Marketing research is conducted so that ultimately the
marketing manager or marketing practitioner can benefit.
one considers marketing as an applied science,

If

then one of

its major contributions lies in providing management with
knowledge that aids in decision making.

In addition,

the

value of a marketing research endeavor should be based on
its managerial applications.

The findings ol the present

study satisfy this criteria by providing valuable insights
for managerial applications.

Management now has information

based on empirical support regarding the mall intercept as
an alternative for data collection.

In the past, decision

making pertaining to data collection methods was guided by
costs.

Hopefully,

the results of this study will give

management additional information needed to assist them in
their decision making.

Theoretical Applications
A major purpose of any scientific endeavor is to
discover laws and theories to explain, predict, understand,
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and control phenomena

(Hunt, 1976).

The findings of the

present study fail to discover or develop any laws or
theories needed to help explain, predict, understand and
control phenomena.

However,

learning more about the consum

er and knowing that a consumer's response to a marketing
investigation is valid can assist us in developing regulari
ties or uniformities which are the antecedents of explana
tion, prediction and understanding.

That is, prior to this

study, market researchers have been using data from mall
intercept respondents without really knowing how it compares
with data collected by a more probability-oriented method.
Due to the nonprobability nature of the mall intercept
method, market researchers could have been collecting data
which was not truly representative of actual consumer
behavior.

As such, uniformities and regularities would be

difficult,

if not impossible,

In survey research,

to develop.

the interview process has been

investigated for years without the guidance of any theoret
ical framework.

Recently,

Sudman and Bradburn (1974) have

outlined a simple conceptual framework which will hopefully
provide the first step in the development of a general
theory of response.

It would be presumptuous to claim that

the results of the dissertation have added additional stages
in the development of such a theory.

However,

the author

feels that the results presented in the study will not only
add to and strengthen the survey research literature, but
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corroborate previous investigations as well.
Marketing,

as well as all other disciplines

investigating human behavior, must strive for consistency in
its research results.

It is consistency and regularity of

research endeavors that will enable marketing to generate a
systemized body of knowledge whi ch permits the prediction of
future e v e n t s .

FUTURE RESEARCH CONSIDERATIONS

This pioneering investigation of the mall intercept as
a method of data collection has built a basic foundation
from which many different research investigations may emerge
to provide additional insights for future survey research.
Future research should continue investigating this method
given its popularity and widespread use among market re
searchers.

This final section of the dissertation will

delineate areas of research that should be addressed.
Methodological Research Questions
1.

Does
sampling at different locations of a shopping
center result in a different make-up of respon
dents?

2.

Does sampling at
shopping centers
lation?

different days of the week at
influence the respondent po p u 

3.

Does sampling at
shopping centers
tion?

different times of the day at
influence the respondent po pula

4.

When
does

interviewing via a mall intercept, what effect
the interviewing environment (i.e. in the mall
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vs. an isolated room in the mall) have on response
quality?
5.

Which method of interviewing do respondents prefer?

6.

Which method of interviewing do interviewers
prefer?

7.

Which method of interviewing generates the greatest
amount of interviewer and interviewee motivation?

8.

Is there respondent suspicion in the interviewing
process?
If so, how does it affect response rates,
response quality, etc.?

Situational Influences
9.
10.

What effect does the situation have on the sub
j e c t ’s responses?
What effect does the situation have on interviewer
motivation?

Compliance-Gaining Techniques
11.

Can compliance-gaining techniques (i.e. foot-inthe-door, door-in-the-face, etc.) improve the
response rates for mall intercepts?

Self-Disclosure
12.

Does sex of interviewer influence the parameters of
self-disclosure differently for each method of data
collection?

13.

Does race of interviewer influence the parameters
of self-disclosure differently for each method of
data collection?

The scope of future research associated with mall
intercept interviewing can vary in generality and content.
In addition,

future research should give strong considera

tion to the use of more than one city and more than one
shopping center for addressing some of the above research
questions.

Hopefully,

this research endeavor and the above

suggested research questions will spur others into
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investigating this unknown area of survey research.

It is

also envisioned that ultimately the rate of research on the
mall intercept will parallel the rate in which this method
has been utilized by market researchers in their data
collection procedures.

SUMMARY OF CHAPTER FIVE

This concluding chapter presented an overview of the
mall intercept as a method of data collection.

First, a

brief overview of the research questions was presented
followed by a descriptioti of the methodology used in the
study.

Next, discussion was given to the implications of

the findings,

followed by a presentation of the limitations

in the research.

Then summary comments were provided for

each research question.

The next two sections discussed the

research contributions and applications of the study to the
survey research area.

Insights regarding direct theoretical

and methodological applications of the findings as well as
managerial applications were presented.

The chapter c o n 

cluded with a delineation of the future research considera
tions which should be investigated pertaining to the mall
intercept and survey research.
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Shopping Center Managers'
Area

Perceptions of Trade
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Telephone Prefixes in the Trade Area.
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Interviewer
Method
Day
Time
Location

it

Hello, I'm _________ from L.S.U.
We're conducting a public opinion poll
for our Marketing Research class.
Are you between the ages of:
18 to 24 ____
Male_____ Female
(MALL)
White
______________________
25 to 34 ____
35 to 44
Black
(If Negative: THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME, GOOD-BY.
INTERVIEWER: CHECK
REFUSAL.)
(MALL)Did you come to Cortana Mall today because of the Arts and Crafts
show?
NO_____
YES ____ (IF YES— TERMINATE)
I would like to read you a series of statements about various
activities, interests, and opinions.
Please tell me your level of
agreement with each statement based on a scale of 1-6, with 1 being
"STRONGLY AGREE" to 6 being "STRONGLY DISAGREE" with the statement.
The
higher the number, the more you disagree with the statement.
Remember,
there are no right or wrong answers. (INTERVIEWER: REPEAT IF NECESSARY.)
STRONGLY
STRONGLY
DISAGREE
AGREE
1. I must admit that I really don't
like house cleaning. (FEMALE)
6
I must admit that I really don't
like working around the house.(MALE)
6
2.

often try new stores before my
friends and neighbors do.

6

5

4

3

2

like to watch or listen to base
ball or football games.

6

5

4

3

2

think I have more self-confidence
than most people.

6

5

4

3

2

I enjoy participating in sports like
golf or tennis.

6

5

4

3

2

I'd like to spend a year in a foreign
city.

6

5

4

3

2

7.

It is good to have charge accounts.

6

5

4

3

2

8.

My children are the most important
thing in my life.

6

5

4

3

2

3.

4.

5.

6.

1

1

I
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9.

10.

11.

12.

I will probably have more money to
spend next year than I have now.

6

5

4

3

2

I participate in sports activities
regularly.

6

5

4

3

2

I would like to take a trip around
the world.

6

5

4

3

2

I like to pay cash for everything I
buy.

6

5

4

3

2

5

4

3

2

6

5

4

3

2

13.

I am more independent than most people, 6

14.

I usually read the sports page in the
daily paper.

15.

16.

17.

18.

I enjoy vacuuming and dusting the
house. (FEMALE)
I enjoy keeping up the house and
yard. (MALE)

6

5

4

3

2

6

5

4

3

2

When I hear about a new store, I
often visit it to see what it's
like.

6

5

4

3

2

Five years from now the family income
will probably be a lot higher.

6

5

4

3

2

6

5

4

3

2

6

5

4

3

2

I try to arrange my home furnishings
for my children's convenience.
(FEMALE)
I try to arrange my work schedule so
I can spend more time with my
children.
(MALE)

In the next section, I'm going to ask you a few questions concern! ng
personal information.
Please feel free to answer as many or as few as
you wish.
19.

Do you subscribe to the Morning Advocate/State
Times?

Yes

No

20.

Do you own a library card?

Yes

No

21.

How many hours a week do you spend
watching TV?

22.

Did you vote in the last Gubernatorial
election?

_____________

Yes

No
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23.

How many hours a week do you spend
reading magazines?

24.

In the past year, have you been issued
a speeding ticket?

Yes

No

25.

Have you ever been arrested for a DWI?

Yes

No

26.

Have you gambled for money in the past
year? (IF NO GO TO 29)

Yes

No

Are you willing to talk about your
gambling habits?
(IF NO GO TO 29)

Yes

No

27.

28.

In the past year, how many times did you
gamble for money?

29.

Have you ever drunk any kind of
alcoholic beverages?
(IF NO GO TO 32)

Yes

No

Are you willing to talk about your
drinking habits?
(IF NO GO TO 32)

Yes

No

Yes

No

30.

31.

In the past year, how often did you become
intoxicated while drinking any kind of
alcoholic beverages?

32.

Are you willing to talk about your 1981
Income Tax return?

Next, I'd like to ask you a series of questions concerning your shopping
habits.
1.

Do you ever shop at Cortana Mall?
(TELEPHONE RESPONDENTS ONLY.) (IF NO GO TO 9)

Yes

No

2.

How many times during a typical month do
you visit Cortana Mall?

3.

During a typical visit to Cortana Mall, how
much time do you spend in the shopping
center?

4.

During a typical visit to Cortana Mall, how
many stores within the shopping center do you
_____________
usually visit?

5.

What is your typical reason or purpose for vising Cortana
Mall?
SHOP
MOVIE
EAT
GET OUT OF HOUSE
OTHER

___
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6.

What brought you to Cortana Mall today?

7.

On what day of the week do you normally
visit Cortana Mall?

8.

How many minutes does it usually take you
to drive from your home to Cortana Mall?

The next few questions are concerned with the "REGULARITY" In which
you visit stores and purchase products.
I'm going to read you a list of
products and types of stores and I would like you to tell me how often
you use them based on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being "USE REGULARLY" to 5
being "WOULD NEVER USE."
(REPEAT IF NECESSARY)
9.

National Brands

1

2

3

4

5

10.

Store Brands

1

2

3

4

5

11.

Designer Labels

1

2

3

4

5

12.

No-Name or Generic Brands

1

2

3

4

5

13.

Chain Stores

1

2

3

4

5

14.

Discount Stores

1

2

3

4

5

15.

Independent Stores

1

2

3

4

5

16.

Please list as many BRANDS of toothpaste that you
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10
(INTERVIEWER: CHECK FINAL NUMBER)__

17.

When purchasing new clothing, such things as BRAND, PRICE, STYLE,
COLOR are considered.
Is there any other things you consider when
purchasing new clothing?
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

(INTERVIEWER: CHECK FINAL NUMBER)

The last section of the survey concerns some general information
which will be used to classify your answers.
Your answers to the
following questions will be strictly confidential.
1.

What is your name?

2.

And your telephone number?

3.

What is your zip code?

_________________________________
________________________
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4.

5.

6.

In what general age group do you belong?

(IF QUOTA=AGE, GO TO #5)

Under 18 ___________________

35to44_______

18 to 24 ___________________

45to54_______

25 to 34 ___________________

Over 55 ______

Stop me when I get to the last grade of school that you completed,
less than high school ____

some college

some high school

____

college graduate

high school graduate

____

post college

____
___
____

__

And your marital status is (STATE CATEGORIES):
single_____________________________________ ____
married____________________________________ ____
widowed

____

divorced___________________________________ ____
separated

.._______ ____

living with member of same sex_______________
living with member of opposite sex______ ____
7.

How many children under 12 years old are in your
household?

8.

How many children between the ages of 12 to 18
are in your household?

9.

About how long have you lived in this area?

10.

less

than one

year

_

5 to 7 years

1 to

2 years_____________

8 to 10 years

3 to

4 years_____________

more than 10 years

And what is your occupation?_____________________

__

_
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11.

I have one more question!!
I am going to read several income
categories.
Stop me when I reach the category that best describes
less than $10,000

1

$10,000 to 20,000

2

$20,000 to 30,000

3

$30,000 to 40,000

4

$40,000 to 50,000

5

Over $50,000

6

Don't know

7

Refused

8

(PHONE INTERVIEWERS:

RECORD SEX AND RACE OF RESPONDENT)

MALE

_____

FEMALE

_____

WHITE

_____

BLACK

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR PARTICIPATING IN OUR STUDY!

TERMINATE
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II

Hello, I'm _____________ from LSU.
for our Marketing Research class.
questions concerning your shopping
to answer as many or as few as you
(INTERVIEWER:

Interviewer
Method
Day
Time
We're conducting a survey
I'd like to ask you a few
behavior.
PLEASE feel free
wish.

ONE PROBE PER QUESTION)

(1.307)

1.

What kinds of toothpaste do you use?
OUT RESPONSE)

(INTERVIEWER: WRITE

(2.864)

2.

How do you feel about expensive clothes?
COUNT NUMBER OF WORDS IN THE RESPONSE)

(2.900)

3.

What kind of movies do you like to see?
COUNT NUMBER OF WORDS IN THE RESPONSE)

(3.375)

4.

What are your views on drinking?
NUMBER OF WORDS IN THE RESPONSE)

(INTERVIEWER: COUNT

(4.750)

5.

How often do you wash your hair?
RESPONSE)

(INTERVIEWER: WRITE OUT

(5.125)

6.

How much money do you usually spend when taking a trip?
(INTERVIEWER: WRITE OUR RESPONSE)

(6.000)

7.

Do you gamble, and to what extent?
OUT RESPONSE)

(INTERVIEWER:

(INTERVIEWER:

(INTERVIEWER: WRITE
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(7.682)

8.

How do you budget your money (i.e. the proportion that
goes for necessities, luxuries, etc.)? (INTERVIEWER: COUNT
NUMBER OF WORDS IN THE RESPONSE)

(8.000)

9.

What do you do to attract a member of the opposite sex
whom you like? (INTERVIEWER: COUNT NUMBER OF WORDS IN THE
RESPONSE)

(8.750)

10.

How much money do you owe?
RESPONSE)

(INTERVIEWER: WRITE OUT

The last section of the survey concerns some general information which
will be used to classify your answers.
Your answers to the following
questions will be strictly confidential.
1.

What is your name? ___________________________________________________

2.

And your telephone number?

3.

What is your Zip Code? ___

4.

In what
18
25
35

5.

Stop me when I get to thelast grade of school that you completed.
less than high school
some college_____ _____
some high school
______
college graduate _____
high school graduate ______
post college
_____

6.

And your marital status is:
married ______
widowed _____
divorced _____

7.

How many children under 12 years old are in your household? ______

8.

How many children between the ages of 12 to 18 are in your
household?

general age group do you belong?
to 24 _____
45 to 54 _____
to 34
Over 55_______
to 44 _____

(STATE CATEGORIES)
separated _____
single
_____
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9.

About how
less
1 to
3 to

long have you lived in this area?
than 1 year _____
5 to 7 years _____
2 years
8 to 10 years _____
4 years
_____
over 10 years______

10.

And what is your occupation?

____________________________________

11.

I have one more question!
I am going to read several income
categories.
Stop me when I reach the category that best describes
your TOTAL FAMILY INCOME.
less than $10,000
$10,000
to $20,000
$20,000
to $30,000
$30,000
to $40,000
$40,000
to $50,000
Over $50,000
Don't know
Refused

(INTERVIEWER:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

RECORD RACE AND SEX OF RESPONDENT)

White

Black

Male

Female

DEBRIEFING:

THIS IS A PURELY ACADEMIC STUDY WHICH WILL BE STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL.
THIS STUDY IS BEING CONDUCTED BY A GRADUATE
STUDENT AT LSU AND IS A REQUIREMENT FOR HIS DEGREE.
IN
ORDER TO SAVE YOU TIME BY NOT HAVING TO WRITE OUT YOUR
ANSWERS WORD-FOR-WORD, A PART OF THE SURVEY WAS TAPE
RECORDED.
AGAIN, EVERYTHING YOU SAID WILL BE STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL, BUT IF YOU ARE STRONGLY OPPOSED TO THE USE OF
THE TAPE RECORDER, YOUR TAPE WILL BE DISCARDED.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR PARTICIPATING IN OUR STUDY

TERMINATE!!!!
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Telephone Prefixes in the Trade Area

Res.
In S v c .
as of
2-28-82

OFFICE
Baker 771-778

Bus.
In S v c .
as of
2-28-

12605

1259

1335

144

21223

8355

6348

432

Istrouiaa 355-359

21014

3332

Main 342-346,

23655

6776

Oak Hills 766,769

13216

1239

Sherwood 272-275

15042

1972

Woodlawn 291-293

13901

2816

Den.

11708

1241

Livingston 686

1125

173

Rougon 627

2052

171

St. Gabriel 642

1008

300

Zachary 654

5504

727

Brusly 749
Goodwood 921-928
Hooper 261

Spr.

381-389

664, 665
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